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Summary 
This thesis is an investigation into some of the lattice properties 
of the strong containment lattice (~, «) of Schunck classes and also 
of its important sublattice (Q ,«) • 
The general aim is to characterise lattice properties of Schunck 
classes by avoidance class properties. Our main result, Theorem 8.5, is 
an avoidance class characterisation of those D-classes all of whose 
. . 
maximal ascending proper chains of Q-classes to ~ have the,same length. 
The problem extended to . ~ is much more difficult but in Corollary 4.3 
we describe an avoidance class condition for a Schunck class only to have 
chains of finite length to ~. 
The lack of duality in H shows up clearly in section 3. 
The fascinating problem of deciding whether or not ~ is atomic is con-
sidered in section 9.. Our results suggest that it probably is since any 
counterexample must be very complicated. 
n . 
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Notation 
All groups considered will be assumed to be finite and soluble. 
Let G and H be groups and l~t U and V be kG-modules for 
some field k. Let G act on a set X. Let n be a set of primes 
and, p a prime. Let m and n' be natural numbers. Let ~ be a class 
of groups. 
H ~ G H is a subgroup of G. 
H < G (or H 1 G) H ~ G and H.,. G .. 
H ~ G 
H char G 
H <. G 
H .< G 
Z(G) 
G' 
Soc(G) 
o (G) 
n 
SYlp,~G) 
StabG(X) 
H is a 'normal subgroup of G. 
H is a characteristic subgroup of G . 
H is a maximal subgroup of G. 
H is a minimal subgroup of G 
The centre of G. 
The derived subgroup of G. 
The direct product of all minimal normal 
subgroups of G. 
The largest normal subgroup of G contained 
in H where H ~ G • 
The smallest normal subgroup of G containing H . 
· (The normal closure of H in G). 
The maximal normal n-subgroup of G . 
The set of Sylow p:subgroups of G . 
n {g € G : Xg = X} where (x,g) + xg is the 
action of G on X. 
Ker(G on V) 
VH 
HomkG(U,V) 
Aut(H) 
G IV H 
GF(p) 
E(n/p) 
1P 
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The centralizer of H in G where H ~ G • 
The centralizer of X in G, = {g € G:xg = x 
for all x € X} 
CG(V) · 
V viewed as an H-modu1e by restriction where 
H ~ G • . 
The kG-homomorphisms from U to V. 
The automorphism group of H • 
. 
The regular wreath product of G by H . 
The field with p elements. 
The symmetric group on n letters. 
The alternating group on n letters. 
The cyclic group of order n . 
T~e semi-direct product of Zn with a faithful, 
irreducible Zn-modu1e over GF(p). 
The set of prime numbers. 
1P \n 
The class of soluble groups (finite). 
The class of primitive groups. 
The class of groups of order one. 
The class of groups of order an-number. 
The class of nilpotent" groups. 
"The class of abelian' groups. 
I~I 
min 
(m,n) 
[G,HJ 
rn(G) 
IG:HI 
Q(G) 
(Q-l)(G) 
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The number of isomorphism classes of ~-groups. 
m divides n. 
m does not divide n. 
n' 
The greatest common divisor of m and n . 
The commutator subgroup of G and H for 
subgroups G and H of a group L. 
[G,G, .•.. ,G ] • 
n 
The index of H in G .. 
The set of groups isomorphic to a quotient of G . 
{H € Q(G) : IHI <'IGI} • 
The subgroup of G generated b'y a set 
{GA: A € A} of subgroups of G,. 
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Introduction 
II The study of Schunck cl~sses emerged from work by Gaschutz as he 
tried to describe both Sylow subgroups and Carter subgroups as part of 
a more general theory. Schunck characterized those classes of groups ~ 
for which every group (always assumed to be finite and soluble) has at 
least one ~-group with certain Sylow type properties. 
Doerk and Hawkes showed that, with respect to the partial ordering 
of strong containment, the family of all Schunck classes form a lattice 
~ when suitable definitions of meet and joi~ are adopted. It is this 
lattice which we discuss here. 
An important sublattice, denoted by Q, of ~ was discovered by 
Wood. D-classes are Schunck classes which determine in each group a set 
of subgroups with properties closer to those of Sylow subgroups than 
general Schunck classes do. 
We begin in section 1 ·of this work with a brief summary of some of 
the standard group theoretical results we need in our later discussions. 
Section 2 deals with basic properties of Schunck classes and the l~ttice ~ . 
In Sectio~ 3 we explore two constructions which yield Schunck classes 
from any class of primitive groups. One is very simple and the other, 
introduced by Hawkes in [6], can be modified slightly, as in 5.4, to yield 
Q-classes. With only a few easy results we are able to characterize the 
meet irreducible Schunck classes in H. 
" . 
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In Section 4 the aim is to characterize those Schunck classes 
all of whose ascending chains have finite lengths. 
\ 
The next four sections contain results concerning D-boundaries 
and methods of construction. We also prepare for the main result of 
this thesis namely Theorem 8.5. 
In Section 9 we tackle the problem of decidfng whether or not 
H is atomic. 
n . 
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§l. Group Theory. 
Throughout this thes'is all groups will be assumed to be finite 
and soluble even though some of the results remain true in a larger 
uni verse. 
A. The Fitting subgroup and nilpotent length. 
We call the unique maximal normal nilpotent subgroup of a group G the 
Fitting subgroup and denote it by F(G) . For the existence of·such 
a subgroup see Huppert [8] 111.4.2. For a group G we define subgroups 
{F.(G):i = 1,2, .... } by Fl(G) = F(G) and F.(G)/F. l(G) = F(G/F. l(G)) 1 . 1 1- 1-
This yields a characteristic series for G, 1 < F(G) < F2(G) < ••••• < 
Fk(G) = Fk+l(G) = G in which all the f~ctors Fi(G)/Fi_l(G) are 
nilpotent. The smallest number k for which Fk(G) = G is called the 
nilpotent length or fitting height. It is clear that such a number k 
always exists for a finite ~oluble group G. 
An alternative definition of nilpotent length, equivalent to the 
former one of. course, is described as follows. Let L(G) be the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of G such that G/L(G) is nilpotent. Then 
. 
L(G) is called the nilpotent residual of: G. We set 'Ll (G) = L(G) 
and for i = 2,3,..... we defi ne Li (G) to. be L(Li _l (G)) . This agai n 
lields a characteristic series, 1 = Lk+l(G) = Lk(G) < Lk_l(G) < ••••• < 
L1(G) < G, for G:· Again the nilpotent length k of G is 
- 2 -
determined as the smallest number for which Lk(G) = 1 . We write 
i(G) for the nilpotent length of G . 
(1.1) Lemma 
Let i(G) = i for a finite, soluble group G. Then, if 
N ~ G, the nilpotent length of GIN is at most i and i(H) ~ i 
for each subgroup H of G. 
The following result will be very useful to us. 
(l .2) Lemma 
For a finite, soluble group G, we have CG{F(G)) ~ F(G) . 
Proof See Huppert [8] 111.4.2. 0 
(1.3) Lemma 
For a finite, soluble group G, the Fitting subgroup is the 
intersection of the centralizers in G of all the chief factors of G . 
Proof Huppert [8] III. 4.3. 0 
". 
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B. The Frattini subgroup. 
We define the Frattini subgroup ~(G) of a group G to be the 
intersection of all maximal subgroups of G. Then ~(G) is a 
characteristic nilpotent subgroup of G (see Huppert [8] 111.3.6.) 
and so ~(G) ~ F(G} • 
If MIN is a chief factor of G, then we call MIN a Frattini 
chief factor if MIN ~ ~(G/N) , and compZemented otherwise. 
(1.4) Lemma 
If N ~ G and N ~ ~(G), then ~(G/N) = ~(G}/N . 
Proof Huppert [8] 111.3.4. 0 
- 4 -
c. Group Actions. 
The results in this section are very basic but nevertheless 
useful to us. 
. (1. 5 ) De fin i t ion 
Let G be a group acting on a group H. Then G $tabi~izes 
a series 1 = HO ~ Hl ~ ...... ~ Hn = H if [G,Hi ] ~ Hi -1 for 
i = 1, •••• , n, w here [ 9 , h] = h -~ for 9 € G 'a nd h € H 
(1 .6) Lemma 
If H ;s a n-group and G acts faithfully on' H, then 
G stabilizes a series for H only if G is an-group .. 
Proof Gagen [3] Theorem 0.1. 0 
,,' 
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D. Extraspecia1 grougs. 
A p-group G is called special if either G is elementary 
abelian or ~(G) = G1 = Z(G) is elementary abelian. Hence a special 
group has class at most two. 
An extraspecial group G is a non-abelian special group with 
IZ(G)I = p • 
(1.7) Definition 
Let G1 and G2 be grou~s such that· Gi has a normal subgroup 
N; contained in Z(Gi ) for i = 1,2. Suppose a is an isomorphism 
from N1 to N2 . We set N = {(n,n
a ) : n E N1}. Then N 9 G1 x G2 · 
We define G, Y G2 = (G, x G2)/N and call G1 Y G2 a central product 
of G, and G2 . 
(1.8) Lemma 
Let G be a non-abelian p-group with cyclic centre and G/Z(G) 
elementary abelian. Then G is a central product of non-abelian groups 
with IG./Z(G.)I = p2 and Z(G.) = Z(G). Furthermore IG 1 I = p • 
1 1 1 
Proof Huppert [8] I I 1.·13.7 . 0 
Notice that, in particular, this decompqsition holds for extraspecia1 
groups •.. 
, .. 
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(l.9) Lemma 
If G is a non-abelian group of order p3 and with 
IZ(G)I = p, then G is extraspecial. 
Proof Since IG/Z(G)I = p2, it follows that G/Z(G) is abelian, 
and by Huppert [8] 111.2.13' the exponent of G/Z(G) is p 
Therefore IG 1 I = p by Lemma 1.B. Since G/Z(G) is elementary 
abelian, we have ~(G) = Z(G) and hence G is extraspecia1. 0 
- 7 -
E. Representation Theory. 
This section will be kept very brief and we only include the 
results which we need later. 
(1.10) Lemma 
If V" is an irreducible "GF(p).G-module, then 0 (G) ~ Ker(G on V) p 
Proof Huppert [8] V.S.17." 0 
( 1 . 1 ~ ) Lemma 
II 
Let G be an abelian group. If V is an irreducible GF(p).G-module, then 
G/Ker(G on V) is cyclic. 
Proof Huppert [8] 11.3.10. 0 
(1. 12) Corollary 
If G has a" faithfu1 , irreducible representation over GF(p) , 
then Z(G) is cyclic. 0 
The following result contains all that we shall require from 
"" 
Clifford's Theorem. 
(1 . 13 ) Lemma 
Let V be an irreducible GF(p).G-modu1e and N a normal sub-
... 
group of G. If Un:is an irreducible N-submodu1e nf VN , then Ug 
- 8 -
is an irreducible N-submodu1e of VN for each g E G 
Furthermore, VN = V1 ~ ..... ~ Vr where each Vi is a direct 
sum of all G-isomorphic copies of an irreducible N-submodu1e Ui . 
The Vi's are called homogeneous components of VN . The Vi's 
are permuted transitive1~ by right multiplication by elements of G . 
Proof Huppert [8J V.17.3. 0 
The next result is extremely important in the construction of 
primitive groups with interesting "properties. 
(1 .14). Lemma 
Let G be a group such that Soc(G) = Nl x ••••• x Nt where the 
Ni's are pairwise non-G-isomorphic minimal normal subgroups of G 
Suppose that H is a "subgroup of G satisfying H n Soc(G} = 
(H n N1) x •••••• x (H n Nt) . Let p be a prime such that 0p(G} = 1 
and let U be an irreducible GF(p}.H-module such that for all 
i E {l, .... ,tl satisfying H n N. = N. , UH N 1 1 n i is non-trivial. 
Then there exists an irreducible GF(p}.G-module V, faithful 
for G and satisfying U E Q(VH} . 
Proof Forster [2J 1 .9. 0 
roO 
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(1.15) Corollary 
Let G be a group having a unique minimal normal subgroup 
which is a q-group. Then G has a faithful irreducible module over 
GF(p) for p I q • 
Proof Take H = 1 in Lemma 1 .14. ~ 0 
n' 
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F. Primitive groups. 
A group is called primitive if it has a unique self-centralizing 
minimal normal subgroup. Equivalently a group is primitive if it has 
a maximal subgroup. having trivial core. 
Note that, for a primitive group G, the Fitting subgroup F(G) 
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. For a primitive group 
G we set Stab(G) = {S <. G : CoreG{S) = 1} , the set of stabilizers 
of G. Then if S E Stab(G) , it follows that S complements F(G) 
in G Any two elements of Stab(G) are conjugate in G. 
We can now state another Corollary to Lemma 1.14. 
(1.16) Corollary (Hawkes [5] 3.4) 
. Let G be a primitive group and p a prime not dividing 
IF(G) I·. If H is a subgroup of G not containing F(G) , and U· 
is an irreducible GF{p).H-module, then there exists an irreducible 
GF(p).G-modu1e V, faithful for G and such that U E Q(VH). 0 
It now follows that if G is a primitive group with p a prim~ 
not dividing IF(G)I , then there exists an irreducible GF(p).G-
module faithful for G. To see that,take. H = 1 and U the trivial 
, 
GF(p)-modu1e in Corollary 1.16. 
(1._17) Lemma If P,Q and R are primitive groups with p,q and r 
distinct where they ar~'the respective prime divisors of IF(P)I, IF(Q)I 
- 11 -
and IF(R) I , then there exists an irreducible GF(s} .(pxQxR)-
module faithful for pxQxR whenever s ;s a prime distinct from 
p,q and r. 
Proof, This follows ilTlllediate1y from Lemma 1.14 and the remark following 
Corollary 1.16. We take G = pxQxR , Soc(G) = Soc(P) ,x Soc(Q)' x Soc(R) 
and H = pxlxl • 0 
Primitive groups provide the key to studying Schunck classes and 
therefore are extremely important to us . We now show how we can" 
construct them. 
(1.l8) Definition 
Let N be a group upon which a group G acts. Ue form the 
semi-direat product of N 'with G, written [N]G, which consists 
of elements 
according to 
normal subgroup N =" {(n,l~): n E N} isomorphic with N. Also 
{(I N,g) : g E G} is a complement to N. 
If V is an irreducible GF(p}.G-modu1e, faithful for G', then 
[VJG is a primitive group with stabilizer isomorphic with G and V 
its unique minimal normal subgroup. Notice that even if V is not 
faithful, we still have that [V] G/Ker(G on V} is a primitive group 
since V may also be·considered as a G/Ker(G on V)-module. 
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(1.19) Definition 
A group is called poZyprimitive if all of its non-trivial 
quotients are primitive. 
By a po1yprimitive group of type (P1'P2' •...• 'Pn) , where 
P1,···,Pn are primes satisfying Pi 1 Pi+l for i = l, •... ,n-l 
we shall mean a group G constructed in the following way. 
Let G1 be a cyclic group of order P1 . We define Gi 
recursively by: 
Let Vi be .an irreducible GF(Pi+l)Gi-module, faithful for Gi 
The existence of Vi follows from Corollary 1.16 since Gi has a 
unique minimal normal subgroup of order coprime with Pi+l·. Set 
Gi +l = [ViJGi • Then Gi+1 is a primitive group (in fact it is 
po1yprimitive of type (Pl' ..•. 'Pi+l) with F(Gi +l ) = Vi and 
Gi € Stab(Gi+1)). Set G = Gn 
Thus S3 is a pdlyprimitive group of type (2,3) and S4 is 
po1yprimitive of type (2,3,2). 
The following recipe allows us to construct new primitive groups 
from old ones. 
(1.20) Lemma 
Let G be a non-cyclic primitive group and p a prime. Then 
- 13 -
H = G ~ Z is a primitive group with p 
Proof Lemma in Hawkes [6J. 0 
Soc(H) = F(G) )( •••••• )( F(G) 
"'----~------p 
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G. Classes of groups and closure operations. 
A aZass of groups C is a collection of groups with the property 
that if G E ~ and H is isomorphic with G, then H E ~ • 
An operation c , which yields a class c~ for each class ~ and 
sa tisfies (i ) ~ ~ r implies c~ ~ cr 
(i i ). ~ ~ c~ 2 for each class ~ = c ~ , 
is called a alosure operation. 
If ~ is a class of groups and c is a closure operation, then 
~ is said to be c-alosed if c~ = ~ . 
We describe briefly some of the closure operations which will be 
of use to us later. Let ~ be a class of groups. 
Q~ is the class of all groups which are homomorphic images of 
~-groups. 
RO~ is the c1 ass 9f groups G havi ng normal subgroups Nl ' · · . · , Nr 
r 
such tha t n N. ;: 1 and GIN. E X for i = 1., .•...• ,r . 
. 1 1 1 1= 
E~~ is the class consisting of all groups G for which there 
exists a normal subgroup N satisfying GIN E ~ and N ~ ~(G) . An 
E~-closed class is called saturated 
s~ is the class consisting of all s~bgroups of ~-groups. 
DOQ is the class of all finite direct products of ~-groups. 
,., . 
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(1.21) Definitions 
A class ~ is called a formation if ~ is both Q-c10sed 
and RO-closed. 
E . 
For an arbitrary group G, we set· G- = n {N ~ G : GIN € ~} 
F 
Since ~ is a formation, it is clear that G= is the unique smallest 
E 
normal subgroup N of G such that GIN € ~. We call G- the 
~-re$iduaZ of G • 
(1 . 22) Lemma 
If ~ is a formation and G is a group having a normal subgroup 
F 
N, then G=N/N is the ~-residua1 of GIN. 
Proof Si nce 
F 
the F-residua1 of GIN, it follows that G=N ~ M ~ N Now 
.. F F 
G/M ~ GIN / MIN € F .and so M ~ G=. Thus M = G=N. 0 
(1 .23) Definition 
If X is a formation and ~ any class of groups, we set 
y 
~ X = (G: G= € ~) 
(1 . 24 ) Lemma 
If ~ and ~. are formations, then ~ X is a formation. 
- 16 -
II 
Proof Gaschutz [4J VII.6. 0 
(1.25) Definition 
A Q-closed class ~ is called a $ahunck oZa88 if, whenever all 
primitive quotients of a group G lie in ~,then G also is an ~-group. 
(1.26) Lemma 
A formation ~ is a Schunck class if and only if it is saturated. 
II Proof Gaschutz [4J VI.B. 0 
The classes ~TI and ~ are saturated formations and hence Schunck 
classes. 
A Schunck class is always Q-, DO~ and E~-closed but need not 
be RO-closed. For a set of closure operations C .such that a. class ~ 
is a Schunck class if and only if it is C-closed, see Hawkes [7J. 
(1.27) Lemma 
The unique largest formation contained in a Schunck class ~ is 
given by 
f(~) = (G € ~ [H/KJ G/CG(H/K) E ~ for all chief factors H/K of G). 
Proof Kattwinkel [9 ] Hilfssatz 1. 0 
..... 
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It is easy to see that the intersection of an arbitrary collection 
of Schunck classes is again a Schunck class. Thus, for any class of 
groups ~, there exists a unique minimal Schunck class containing 
A A 
~. We denote this by ~. Then ~ = (G E ~ : Q(G) n ~ S Q(~)) 
where (GA : A E A) denotes the class of groups consisting of 
those groups isomorphic with an element of the set {GA : A E A} • 
(1.28) Definition 
. A class of groups ~ is called a D-alass if each group G 
has a ~nique conjugacy class of maximal ~-subgroups. 
- 18 -
H. Sylow subgroups. 
We denote the class of a Sylow p-subgroup of a group G by 
(1.29) Lemma 
Let G be a group having a primitive quotient isomorphic with 
a group Twhose minimal normal subgroup is a p-group. If 0p(G) = 1 , 
then there is a prime q distinct from p for which Yq(G) > yq(T) 
Proof Let E be the class defined by: 
(1 • a) . E = (G E ~ AutG(H/K) 1 T/F(T) for all p-chief factors H/K of G) . 
Certainly E is Q-closed. It follows, from the Jordan-Halder theorem 
for operator composition series, that ~ is RO-closed and hence is a 
formation. Furthermore F = S IF . 
= =p = 
Let F(G) = Fl x •••• x Fn where Fi is a Sylow qi-group of 
F(G) for i E {l, ..•. ,n} . Then 0 CG(Fi ) = CG(F(G))' ~ F(G) by LerJlma 1 
1.2. Since 0p(G) = 1 , we have p ~ 10 CG(Fi ) 1 · Suppose G/CG(Fi ) E E 
. 1 
for all i E {l, ... ,n}. Then G/0 CG(Fi ) E E and so G E ~p'E = ~ • 1 . 
This contradiction shows there is an i for which. G/CG(Fi ) ~ ~ . 
" 
Let Y E Syl (G) .. Since F~ ~ Y, ciearly Z(Y) centralizes 
• .. qi . 
Fi and hence Z(Y) ~ £G(F.) . Therefore Y (G/CG(F.)) < Yq (G) 
1 qi 1 i 
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Now G/CG(Fi ) t ~ implies that yq.(G/CG(Fi )) ~ yq.(T) . Hence 1 1 
(1 .30) Definition 
Let G be a group with n the set of prime divisors of 
IGI . For each subset a of n, we set Sa = n sP where sP 
pEa 
is a Sylow p-complement of G. Then S(G) = {Spa : p E nl is called 
a Sylow system for G and consists of Sylow subgroups. of G . 
(1.31) Lemma 
If H is a subgroup of G with ~ Sylow system S(H) , there 
, 
. is a Sylow system S(G) of G such that S(H) =' {T n H:T E S(G)} 
Here S(G) is said to reduce into H . 
Proof Huppert [8J VI.2.5. 0 
n' 
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§2. Schunck classes and D-classes. 
We recall that a Schunck cl ass Q. is a Q-cl osed cl ass of groups with the 
property that, if all primitive quotients of a group G lie in Q' 
then G is itself an Q-group. Theorem 2.2 will provide us with a 
, "'-
more useful characterization of Schunck classes. First we need a 
definition. 
(2.1) Definition 
Let Q be a class of groups. An Q-subgroup H of G is called 
an Q-projeator of G if H is a maximal Q-subgroup (that is, H is 
not contained in any larger Q-subgroup of G) , and furthermore, for 
any epimorphism ~ of G the image of H under ~ is a maximal Q-
subgroup of the image of G . 
(2.2) Theorem (Schunck) 
A class of groups Q is a Schunck class if and only if every group 
has an Q-projector.· Furthermore for any group the Q-projectors are con-
jugate if Q is a Schunck class, and are denoted by proj~(G) for a group 
G • 
Proof Schunck [10] Theorem 4.4. 0 
(2.3) Example 
. Let p be a"prime and ~p the class of all finite soluble p-groups. 
- 21 -
Then Sylow's theorem shows that S is a Schunck class with the S-
=p =p 
projectors corresponding to the Sylow p-subgroups. 0 
(2.4) Example 
Let ~ be the class of nilpotent groups. Then ~ is a Schunck 
cl ass, the ~-projectors bei ng the Carter subgroups. (See Huppert [ 8 ] 
VI.12.) 
We know from Sylow theory that for any group every ~p-subgroup is 
conta i ned ina n ~p -projec tor. However it is not true tha t for every 
group all its ~-subgroups are contained in ~-projectors. For example 
in S3 the Sylow 3-subgroup is nilpotent but all ~-projectors have 
order 2. 
(2.5) Definition 
A Schunck class is called a Sahunak D-alass or a D-aZass if it is 
also aD-class. 
Therefore ~p 'is a D-c1ass for each prime p but ~ is not. 
A very uS,eful concept in the theory of Schunck classes is that of 
a Schunck boundary as introduced by Doerk. 
(2.6) Definition 
A. class of groups ~ is called a boundary if for each B € ~ 
.. , . 
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we have Q(B) n ~ = (B) . 
If all groups in a boundary ~ are primitive, then ~ is called 
a Sahunak boundary. 
(2.7) Definition 
Let ~ be a class of groups. We set 
h(~) = (G € ~ : Q(G) n ~ S I) . 
- - - = 
Any group in h(~) is said to be ~-perfeat. Notice that h(~} is always 
Q-clos.ed. 
(2.8) LeJ1l11a 
If ~ is a Schunck boundary, then h(~)' is a Schunck class. 
Proof Let G be a group having all its primitive quotients in h(~) . 
Then, since all ~-groups are primitive, 'Q(G) n ~ = ~ and so G € h(~) . 0 
(2.9) Lemma (Doerk) 
Let Q be a Schunck class. Then the class b(~) = (G i X : 
(Q-l ) (G) E ~) . is a Schunck boundary and ~ = h(b(~)) . 
Proof It is easy to see that b(~) is a boundary since" Q is a 
Q-closed class. If G is a non-primitive group and (Q-l)(G) ~ Q ' 
then, by. the definition of a Schunck class, we have G E Q. Therefore 
every b(~)-group must be primitive and so b(~) is a Schunck boundary. 
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Since ~ is a Q-closed class, no ~-group can have a quotient 
in b(~) and so ~ £ h(b(~)) . Suppose that h(b(~)) I ~ and choose 
a group G with minimal order in h(b(~))\~. Since G € h(b(~)) 
- ~ -
it follows that (Q-l)(G) £ h(b(~)) hence (Q-l)(G) 5 ~ by choice of G . 
Then G € b(~) by definition of ~(~) . This contradicts G € h(b(~)) 
and so we must have ~ = h(b(~)). 0 
The following result is one we shall use frequently, and without 
reference. 
( 2 • 1 0 ) L e.rrma 
If ~ is a Schunck class and X € Proj~(G) for a group G, 
then X € Proj~(J) for each subgroup J of G containing X. 
Proof II Gaschutz [4J. 11.15. o 
(2.11) Definition 
Let ~ be a Schunck class and G a group. A b(~)-group B 
is called a cast-off group for G if there is a subgroup of G con-
taining an ~-projector of G and havi,ng a quotient isomorphic with 
B • 
A subclass ~ of b(~) is called an ~-cast-off class for G if 
projh(~)(G) = Proj~(G) • 
(2.12) Definition n 
.. Let G be a primitive group and let K € Stab(G) . Let J be 
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a subgroup of K and let V be a J-composition factor of F(G) . 
Then the semi-direct product H = [VJJ/CJ(V) is called a (G,J)-
pass group. (frimitive ~ction of a ~ubgroup on the ~ocle) 
A group H is called a G-pass group if it is isomorphic with 
some (G,J)-pass group as above. The class of all G-pass groups is 
w r i t te n p ( G ) . 
( 2. 13) Lemma 
If H is a G-pass group and L is an H-pass group, then L 
is a G-pass group. 
Proof Let K € Stab(G) and choose a subgroup J of K 'such that 
H is a (G,J)-pass group. Thus H ~ [VJJ/CJ(V) for some J-composition 
factor V of F(G) . Let S € Stab(H) and let T be a subgroup of S 
such that L is an '\, (H,T)-pass group. Then L = [UJT/CT(U) for some 
T-composition factor of F(H) = V. Now' S is isomorphic with. J/CJ(V) 
and so there is a subgroup R of K containing CJ(V) such that· 
R/CJ(V) is isomorphic with T and U is an R-composition facto~ 
of V, and hence of F(G) Thus L is isomorphic with [UJR/CR(U) 
and so is a G-pass group. 0 
( 2 . 14 ) Lemma 
Let Band C ~e non-isomorphic gr6ups such that (B,C) 
.. 
is a Schunck boundary and C E Q(G) for some group G. Let X be a 
s~bgroup of G. containing an h(B)-projector of G. Then C € Q(X) • 
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Proof Let MIN be a chief factor of G such that X/N complements 
MIN in GIN. The~ GIN ~ B. Let T ~ G be such that G/T ~ C . 
Then T must cover MIN since (B,C) is a Schunck boundary. Therefore 
~ ~ G = XM = XNT = XT and so C = G/T = XT/T = XIX n T and the result 
holds. 0 
(2.15) Lemma 
Let ~ be a Schunck class and G a group. Then G has a unique 
smallest ~-cast-off class. 
Proof We suppose the conclusion to be false and take G as a counter-
example. If ~ is an ~-cast-off class, then (B € ~ : IBI ~ IGI) is 
a cast-off class for G. It is now plain that G has minimal cast-off 
classes. Let ~ and ~ be two such. Since ~ n ~ is not a cast-off 
class, if Y € Projh(~n~)(G) and X is an ~-projector of G· contained 
in Y, then Y 1 X. Since ~ is a cast-off class for G, we have 
X € Projh(~)(G). Lemma 2.10 yields X € Projh(~)(Y) and X € Projh(~)(Y) · 
Let B be a (~\~n~)-quotient of Y. By repeated application of Lemma 
2~14, we see. that an h(~)-projector of Y has a quotient isomorphic with 
B. This contradicts 
proof is complete. 
,X € Projh(~)(Y) , X € ~ and B € b(~) , and the 
o 
Associated with any Schunck class ~. is a set of primes, char(~), 
consisting of those primes p for which Zp is an ~-group. This set is 
n" 
called the characteristic of ~. Equivalently, char(~) is the set of 
primes--p for which Zp is not a b(~)-group. For example, char(~TI) = TI 
and char(~) = P 
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B. Strong Containment. 
(2.16) Definition 
Let ~ and ~ be Schunck classes with the property that, for 
all soluble groups G, every Q-projector of G is contained in some 
~-projector of G. Then we say that ~ is strongly contained in ~ 
(or ~ strongly contains ~) and write ~« ~ or ~» ~ • 
(2.17) Example 
It 
Let o,~ be sets of primes with 0 c ~ • Then S «S 
=0 =~ 
This follows from the prope~ties of Hall subgroups since the ~o 
(~~)-projectors are just the Hall 0 (~)-subgroups. 
In [1] Doerk introduces the following concept which plays an 
important role in most problems involving strong contai.nment properties. 
(2.18) Definition 
Let ~ be a Schunck class. The avoidance.alass of ~ , wr1tten 
a(~) is the class given by: 
a(~) = (G E e If X E Proj~(G) , then X n F.(G) = 1.) 
Notice that b(~) E a(~).. The following res~lt due to Doerk shows the 
.. 
significance of the avoidance class: 
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( 2. 19) Th eo re m 
If ~ and X are Schunck classes, the following are equivalent: 
(i) ~» Y 
(ii) b(~) S a(X) 
(iii) a(~) S a(~) 
Proof Doerk [lJ 2.2. 0 
When considering problems concerning st~ong containment, it will 
It 
often be easier to consider avoidance classes associated with the Schunck 
classes rather than the Sch~nck classes themselves. 
II In [4J Gaschutz attributes to 81essenohl a method for defining the 
composite of two Schunck classes to yield a new Schunck class. We take 
Hawkes version of this definition. 
(2.20) Definition 
If {~A: A E A} is a set of Schunck"c1asses, we define their 
composite <H : A E A> 
::A to be 
where .L is a fixed Sylow system of G and Proj(L,~ 
~ -projector of G intowhich L reduces. 
,-.. 
is the unique 
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(2.21) Lemma 
If {~~: ~ e A} is a set of Schunck classes, then 
<~~ : ~ e A> is a Schunck class. Furthermore, for a group G with 
a Sylow system L, <Proj{L'~~): ~ e ~> is an <~~: ~ e A>-projector 
of G. 
Proof Hawkes [5J, 1.5. 0 
We can now make the family of Schunck classes into a lattice, 
denoted by ~,with meet and join operations given by 
v X = <~~ : A € A> 
AtA =A 1\ 
A ~ A = sup { ~ e !! : ~ < < ~A for a 11 A e A} 
AeA, 
= <~ : 6 « ~A for all ~ e A> 
Notice that for two Schunck classes ~ and X we have ~ A X ~ ~ n ~ 
but in general we do 'not have equality. However, in the case where both 
~ and X are ~-classes, we do have ~ A X = ~ nY, and Wood [11 J 
shows that ~ n X is again a Q-class. He also shows that <~,Y> is a 
D-class. Thus' the family of all D-classes forms a sublattice of Hand 
we denote this by Q. 
The following results will be of considerable use in describing V 
and A 
.. , ' 
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(2.22) . Lemma 
For a family af Schunck classes {~A A € A} , we have: 
(i) 
(i i ) 
Proof (i) Let ~ = v ~A. Then 
A€A 
a(~) S n a(~A} by Theorem 2.19. 
A€A . 
if one exists, and let K € Stab(G~ 
~ » ~Afor each A and so 
Let G be an ( n a(~A))-group, 
A€A _ 
· Then Projx (K) s ProjX(G) for 
=A =A 
each A • Let XA E Proj ~/ k) for each A E A be chosen such that 
<XA : A € A> e PrOjy(K} Then clearly <XA : A € A>€PrOjy(G) and so 
G € a(~) • 
(ii) This follows from (i) and the definition of ~ A X. 0 
Next we define classes closely associated with a(~) and b(~) 
for a Schunck class ~. Let 7f be any set of primes. He set 
b7f(~) = (B € b.(~) F(B) is a 7f-group) 
a7f(~) = (A € a(~) F(A} is a 7f-group} 
cC~) =. (B/FCB) : B € b(~)} 
c7f(~) = (B/F(B) B € b7f(~}) 
.... 
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(2.23) ,Lemma (Ooerk [lJ 2.6) 
Let Q be a Schunck class and suppose that G is an 
(a(Q)\b(~) )-group. Let K € Stab(G) , X oS prOjQ(K) Sii projQ(Gf and 
let Y, be a subgroup of K containing X. Then all (G,Y)-pass 
groups lie in' a(~) , and if Y = )(, then all lie in b(~) . 
. - -
Proof Let A be a (G, Y},-pass group. Then A has form [R/SJY/Cy(R/Sl. 
for some, V-composition factor R/S of F(G) .. Then A is a primitive 
group. Let A = RY/M where M = CYS(R/S) . Then A ~ A and YM/M € 
Stab(A) • Now the definition of at projector and Lemma '2.10 combine to 
give X € ProjQ(RY) '. and hence XM/M € prOj~(A} • Since XM/M ~ YM/M , 
it follows that A € ~(~) • 
I 
If Y = X, then A/F(A) € Q(X) oS Q and so A € b(Ql . 0 
It is now clear that if ap(~) ~ t for a Schunck class Q ' 
then bp(Q} f t 
(2.24) Lemma 
Let G' 'be a primitive group and Q a Schunck class. Suppose 
that, for K € Stab(G) ~nd X € PrOj~(K} , all (G,X}-pass groups lie 
in a(~) (and hence in b(~)) . Then G is an a(~)-group. 
Proof Let V be a maximal 'X-submodule of F(G) . Setting 
,') . 
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M = CVX(F(G)/V} , we have F(G)X/M ~ [F(G)/VJX/CX(F(G}/V} which is 
a b(~)-group by hypothesis. Therefore X'€ prOj~([F(G}/VJX} 
Now take U to be a maximal· X-submodule pf V, then we see that 
X € prOj~([F{G)/UJX) . Repeating as necessary yields X € proj~(F(G).X) . 
I I 
Therefore X € proj~(G) and G € a(~). 0 
(2.25) Lemma 
Let G be a primitive group and ~ a Schunck class. Let 
K € Stab(G) and X € Proj~(K) . ~If the~e exists a subgroup Y of K 
containing X such that all (G,Y)-pass groups lie in a(~) ,then G 
is an a(~}-group. 
Proof Let T be a (G,Y)~pass group. Hence T = [VJY/Cy(V) for 
some y~compos;t;on factor of F(G) . By'Lemma 2.23 all (T,XCy(V)/Cy(V))-
pass groups lie in b(~} and hence all (G,X}-pass groups lie in b(~) 
Therefore G € a(~) by Lemma 2.24. 0 
The following result will be used many times later on. 
(2.26) Lemma (Forster [2J 2.9) 
Let. ~ be a Schunck class with G an a(~}-group. Let 
K € Stab(G) and X € Proj~(K} 5 Proj~(G) .~f p is the prime divisor 
of IF(G)'I , then X(OpeX} € RO cpe~} and hence X € ~p Q RO cp(~} · 
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Proof By Lemma 2.23 all (G,X)-pas.s. groups lie in b(~). and hence 
in bp(~) since p is the only prime dividing' JF(G) I . Let 
1 < Y1 < ••••••• < Yr = F(G) be an X-composition series for F(G) 
and set Vi = Yi/Y1-1 · Then we have [ViJX/CX(V i ) € bp(~) for 
i = l, •.. ,r. Hence X/CX(Vi ) € cp(~) for i = l, •.. ,r. Since 
I I 
F(G) is faithful as an x-m~dUle, we have Ker(X on F(G}) = apeX) . 
by Lemma'l .10'. Th'erefore . n CX(V i = apeX) and hence 
1 =1 
(2.27) Corollary 
If ~ is a Schunck class satisfying b(~) = bp{Q} for some 
prime p, and G,K 'and X are as in Lemma 2.26, then apeX) = 1 
and so X E RO Cp(Q) . 
Proof By Lemma 2.26 it is enough to show that apex) = 1 . Since 
G E a(Q) and b(Q) =. bp(Q) , it follows that F(G) is a p-group. 
Furthermore F(G) is a faithful and irr~ducible K-module. Therefore 
0p(K) = 1 by L~l111la 1.10. Now~)~b~~)implies that" F(K} s··X s K 
and hence F(K) s F(X} • Now Z(Op(X}) cen~ralizes F(X} and hence 
F(K). By Lemma 1.2 we ,have. F(K) ~ CK(F(K)) ~. Z(Op(X)) . Thus 
Z(Op(X)) s 0p(K) = 1 . Since apeX) is a p-group, it must have 
non-trivial centre if it is itself non-trivial. Hence apeX) = 1 
as required. 0 
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Schunck classes ~ having the property b(~} = bp(~} will 
be important throughout this thesis. Notice that given such a class 
and any group G ~n ~-projector of G contains a Sylow q-subgroup 
of G for each prime q distinct ,from p. 
n' 
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c. Sublattices of D. 
We describe briefly two sublattices of D. 
(2.28) Definition 
A group G is said to be ~-perfeat if O~(G) = G for a 
set of primes ~ . The class of all ~-perfect groups, written 
is a Schunck class and b(g~) = (Z : p € ~) • 
P 
It is easy to see that g~ A gO = g~UO and g~ v gO =.g~no 
It 
for any two sets of primes ~ and 0 • Thus !:. =" {Q~ :~ £ IP} is 
a sublattice of D • 
The second sublattice consists of all classes ~~ of ~-groups 
where ~ is any set of primes. Here we have S A S = S =~ =0 =~no and 
~~ v ~o = ~~uo for sets of primes ~ and 0 
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D. Maximality in the Schunck class lattice. 
(2.29) Definitions 
A Schunck'class ~ is said to be maximaZ in a Schunck class 
~ if ~« ~ arid there is no Schunck class which is properly strongly 
contained in ~ and properly strongly contains ~. A Schunck class 
is called maximaZ or l-maximaZ if it is maximal in ~ . 
Two ideas of n-maximality have been studied in the Schunck class 
lattice. Doerk considered n-st~p maximality where a·· Schunck class ~ 
is n-'step maximal if and only if it is maximal in an {n-l )-step 
maximalSchunck class. However there are Schunck classes which are 
2-step maximal but which have proper chains to ~ with arbitrarily large 
, 
length. (See example 4.5.) We will concern ourselves with Schunck classes 
which are n-maximal .according to the fol19win9 definition. 
(2.30) Definition 
A Schunck class ~ is said to be n-maximal in ~. if any proper 
chain of Schunck classes from ~ to ~ can be obtained by removing links 
in a proper chain from ~ to S of length n. 
The {l-)maximal Schunck classes were characterized' by Doerk as in 
Theorem. 2.35 and later Forster characterized the 2-maximal Schunck classes • 
... . 
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(2.31) Lemma 
If ~ is an n-maximal Schunck class, then Ib(~)1 s n . 
Proof .Suppose Ib{~) I > n. Let (B1, ....• ,Bn) c b(~) with 
B1,····· ,Bn pairwise non-isomorphic and s.et ~i = (81, •... ,Bi ) for 
i = l,~ .•• ,n ~ Then let ~i be the Schunck class corresponding to 
the Schunck bpunda,ry . ~i · Since ~i S ~;+1 ' it follows that 
~i »~i+1 by Theorem 2.19 and also ~n» ~. Then 
~ » ~1 » •.•.. » ~n »~ is a proper chain of Schunck classes 
from ~ to ~ of length n+1 . This contradicts the n-maximality 
II 
of ~ and so Ib(~) I s n. 0 
{2.32} Lemma 
I 
If ~ and ~ are Schunck classes satisfying a(~) = b(~) and 
~ » ~, then a(~) = b(~) • 
Proof Since ~» ~.', we have a(~) s a(~) = b(~)· by Theorem 2.19. 
Suppose G € a(~)\b(~). Then G € b(~) and G has a quotient 
isomorphic with some b(~)-group, and hence a b(H)-group, T say.' 
But b(tl) is·· a boundary and so we cannot have both G and T· in b(tD 
- -
Therefore no such G eX,ists and a(~) = b(~)· . 0 
(2.33) Lemma 
If U is a Schunck class with la(U)l = Ib(~)1 = n, then ti 
is n-maxima1 in H • 
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Proof Since la(~} I is finite and to have ~ 'l ~for Schunck 
classes ~ and ~, we need a(~} ~ aC~}, it follows that all 
~per chains from ~ to ~ have length at most n. Let 
~ = ~r·« ~r-1 « ; ... ' « U1 « ~o = S be a maximally refined chain, 
C, from ~'to ~. Suppose r <' n and choos~ the smallest i 
for wh i ch I b,(Ui ) I. > i · Then b (~ i -1) s a (Ui) = b (~i ) by' Theorem 
2.19 and Lemma 2.32. By choice of 1, we have Ib(Hi}\b(~i-1}1 > 1 . 
Let B "be any (b(Hi)\b(~i_1)}-group and set b(~) = bCHi-1} u (8) . 
Then Ui -1 >1 ~ >1 Hi and thus Cis not maxima 11y ~efi ned. 
It 
Therefore r = n and so U is n-maxima1 in H. 0 
We are now in a position to begin our. characterizations of maximal 
and 2-maxima1 Schunck classes. 
(2.34) Lemma' 
If U is a Schunck class with Ib(H}1 = 1 , then a(Hl = b(H) . 
Proof Let b(U} = (H) and let p be the prime divisor of IF(H)I 
We suppose a(~) I b(~) and choose G in (a(H)\b(H)} . Then G has 
a quotient is~morphic with Hand, pi I F{G) I . Applying Lemma 1 .29' 
to K € Stab(G) ,gives l'q(G) = yq(K) > yq(H} for some prime q I p . 
Then if X € Proj~(G) , we have yq(X) = yq(G) since X contains a 
Sylow q-subgroup of G. However by Corollary 2.27 we have X € RO c(~} s 
the 'fonnation of all. finite soluble groups having Sylow q-subgroups of 
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class at most equal to yq(H) . This contradiction yie1~s 
a(~) = b(~) • 0 
(2.35) Theorem (Ooerk [lJ 2.4) 
A Schunck 'c1ass ~ is maximal in H if and only if Ib(~)1 = 1 . 
• I 
Proof The necessity of Ib(~)1 = 1 follows from Lemma 2.31. 
We s'uppose now that I b(~) I = 1 • Then by Lemma 2.34 we have 
a(~) = b(~). If ~» ~, then b(~) 5 a(~) = b(~) by Theorem 2.19 
.1 
and so either ~ = ~ or· ~ = ~ and therefore ~ is maximal. 0 
(2.36) Theorem (Forster [2J 7.6) 
, 
A Schunck class ~ is 2-maxima1 in H if and only if 
la(~) I ,= Ib(~) I = 2 . 
Proof' The sufficiency of la(~)1 = Ib(~)J = 2 is dea1t'with in 
Lemma 2.33. 
We suppose that ~ is a 2-maxima1 Schunck class. Then Ib(~)1 ~ 2 
by Lemma 2.31. If Ib(~)1 = 1 , then ~ is maximal by Theorem 2.35 
and so we may assume tha't Ib(~)1 = 2. Let b(~) = (B1,B2) . We 
suppose a(~) ~ b(~) and choose G with minimal order in a(~)\b(~) 
S~ppose ,~' has just one of '{B1,B2} as a quotient, Bl say. Then 
(G,B2) is aSchunck boundary, b(~) say. Theorem 2.19 shows that ~ >1 ~ . 
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However ~» h(B2) » ~ »U is a proper chain of Schunck classes 
of length 3 and hence contradicts the 2-maxima1ity of U . 
Now suppose that G has B1 and B2 each appearing as quotients. 
Let K E· Stab(G) ,: P11IF(B1) I and P21IF(B2) I with Pl,P2 € 1P · 
Case (i) If P1 f P2' then we assume without loss of gen~ra1ity 
that ~lll F(Gi I · Let Y € prOjh(B
l
) (K) • Si nee h(Bl )>> ~. all 
(G,Y)~pass groups lie in b(U) by choice cif G and so all are isomorphic 
with B1 . Therefore G € a(h(B,)) This contradicts a(h(B,)) = (B,) 
as proved in Lemma 2.34. It 
Case (ii) If p, = P2 choose a maxima' subgroup, X, of K 
containing an h(B2)-projector of K. Then X has a quotient isomorphic 
I 
with Bl by Lemma 2.14. A'l (G,X)-pass groups lie ina(~) , and 
hence in b(~) by the minimality of G, by Lemma 2.23. Let f be 
the formation given by (5 E ~ : Auts(H/K) 1 B,/F(B1) for all p-chief 
factors H/K of 5) • Then X f ~ and so, by the usual arguments, 
some (G, X) -pas s group has s tabi 1 i zer not in E. . Therefore B2 /. ~ 
since G I. a(heBl)) = (B,) .. It is easy to see that this forces 
Yq(B2) ~ Yq(B,) for all primes q. We app~y Lemma 1.29 to K with 
B2 taking on the role of T. From this we are able to conclude that 
yq(X) > yq(B2) for some prime q distinct from p. But then some 
(G,X)-pass group ~ust have Sj'ow q-subgroups'with class greater than 
... 
yq(B2) ~Yq(B,) . Thjs impossible requirement completes the ~roof. 0 
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Theorems 2.35 and 2.36 suggest that the following may be true: 
Conjecture: A Schunck class ~ is n-maximal in H if and only if 
la(~}1 = Ib(~)1 = n . 
The sufficiency of la(~)1 = Ib(~)1 = n has already been dealt 
with but the necessity, even in the case n = 3 , seems very difficult. 
(2.37) Lemma 
A Schunck class ~ is uniquely determined by the maximal 
Schunck classes strongly containing it. 
Proof Let b(~), = (B l ,B2,·· .• ) and set ri = h(Bi } for i = 1,2, ..• 
Certainly ri» ~ by Theorem 2.19,~ and ri is m~ximal ~y Theorem 2.35. 
Lemma 2.22 shows that in fact X = ~ Y. and the result is proved. 0 
= i=l =1 
n' 
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E. Complements in H. 
In [6J, Hawkes shows that ~ is a complemented lattice, that is, 
for every Schunck class ~,there exists a Schunck class ~ with the 
properties ~ A ~ = 1 and ~ v ~ = ~. Such complements are not in 
general uniquely determined as we shall see when we consider complements 
of Q classes in Proposition 5.29. 
1T For Schunck classes ~, not of the form Q ' for 1T a set of 
primes, and such that b(~) f bp(~) for each prime p, we have the 
II 
following recipe, due to Forster, for con~tructing a complement to ~ . 
• 1 
(2.a) Since ~ f Q1T , there must be a non-cyclic b(~)-group, B 
say. Let p be the prime dividing IF(B)I Let K € Stab(B) 
Hence K € Proj~(B). Since b(~) f bp(~)' there exists a 
bq(~)-group, T say, for some prime q distinct from p. Let 
S € Stab(T). Set 1T = char(Q) u (p,q) 
indexing set for 1T such that P1 = P • 
Le t J = {1, 2, •.... } be an 
For each n € J, set Hn to be the direct product of S with 
th~ direct product of n copies of B Since B is non-abelian, the 
centralizers of pairs of minimal normal subgroups of B x ..•. x B differ. 
" .." n 
Hence the pairs of minlmal normal subgroups of ~ x.; •. x} are not 
h 
(B x •... xB)-isomorphic. 
\0 ri" -" 
It follows that the minimal normal subgroups 
.. of Hn " are pairwise. non-Hn isomorphic. We'may regard F(T) as an 
irreducible Y = n ( K. x ••••• x n 
K) x S-modul e wi th Ker(Yn. on F (T)) = 
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(K x .... xJ<) xl Then by Lemma 1.1~ there is an irreducible 
n 
GF(q).H
n
-modu1e, Un. say, faithful for Hn and such that there is 
..; - IV 
a Y
n
-submodu1e, Un say, for which [Un/UnJYn/Cy (Un/Un) = T·€ b(~) 
n 
Set Y = [0 JY . Similarly we may view F(B) as an irreducible 
n n n 
Since [U JH has a unique minimal normal subgroup, we can apply Lemma 
n n 
1.1~ to obtain an irreducible GF(p).[U nJHn-modu1e, Vn say, faithful 
for [U JH and such that V I-y has a ? -submodu1e V satisfying n n . n n n 
n-
[Vn/VnJYn/Cy (Vn/Vn) ~ B € b(~) PI Set Ln = [VnJ ([UnJHn) and n 
[n = [VnJYn · 
If n f 1 , then Pn J IVnl and so Zp is an irreduci ble [V J 
n n 
Y -module. Lemma 1.1~yields an irreducible GF(p ).L -module, W say, n . n n n 
faithful for Ln and such that Wn has an [n submodule Wn with [n 
acting trivially on ··Wn/Wn . Set Gn = [WnJLn • By construction 
[VnJ?n contains an ~-projector for Ln' and so if Xn € proj~(Ln) 
some (Gn,X~)-pass group is isomorphic with ZPn • 
Finally, if n = 1 , we can take an irreducible GF(q).L1-module, 
W1 say, faithful for Ll such that W1 has an [1 module W1 with 
- - - IV [W1/W1~L1/C[1(Wl/Wl) .= T € b(~). Now there exists an irreducible 
,-, ' 
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GF(p).[W1JL1-module, Z sa~, faithful for [Wl]L l and such that 
Z[~ ][ij ]~1 has the trivial GF(p).[~l][ijl]~l.-module as a quotient. 
1 1 
Thus Zp appears as a (Gl'[~l][ijl]Yl)- pass group, where 
Gl = [Z][W1JL l and clearly' [~l][ijl]~l ~ontains an !-projector 
for [W1JL l and so Zp appears as a (Gl,Xl)-pass group. 
Set b(~') = (G; : i € J). Then a(~') = b(~') and ~I 
II 
complements ~ in H. (For a proof see Forster [2], Satz 8.9.) 
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§3. The Classes b l (~) and ~ -< • 
Here we give two recipes for constructing Schunck boundaries (and 
the corresponding Schunck classes) from any given class of primitive 
groups. 
(3.1) Definition 
Let ~ S ~ and let -< be a partial ordering on ~ given by 
X -< Y if and only if X E Q(Y) . We set ~: to be those elements of 
~ minimal with respect to ~ II 
It is clear that for any ~ S ~, the class ~-< is always a Schunck 
boundary. If ~ is a Schunck class, then it is easy to see that 
(a(~))< = b(~) • 
We now use this construction to express any Schunck class ~ as the 
meet of Schunck classes ~p. with b(~p) = bp(~p) for each prime p . 
(3.2) Lemma 
Let ~ be a Schunck class. Then for each prime p there exists 
-< 
a Schunck class' ~p with b(~p) = (ap(~)) and whose avoidance class 
coincides with ap(~) . , 
-< Proof Let ~p be the Schunck class with boundary (ap(~)) . 
Then b(~~) S ap(~) and so ~p» ~. Furthermore a(~p) S ap(~) 
'-f' 
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Suppose ap(Q) f a(Qp) and choose G with minimal order from 
ap(Q) \ a(Qp) . Then, by definition of b(Qp) , it follows that G 
has a quotient in b(Qp) . C~ll the quotient B, then B € ap(Q) 
Therefore h(B»> Q and so, if L € Projh(B)(S} for S € Stab(G) , 
then all (G,L)-pass groups lie in ap(Q) by Lemma 2.23. Therefore 
all (G,L)-pass groups lie in a(~p) by the minima1ity of G. It 
follows from Lemma 2.25 that· G € a(Qp) an~ hence ap(Q) = a(Qp). 0 
(3.3) Corollary 
If __ X is a Schunck class, then X = A X where _~p = h((ap( __ X)J') . 
= pEP=p 
Proof Since X »X for all primes p, we have A X »X . Suppose 
=p = psp=p = 
A~p f Q' then there is a group G in A Qp \ ~. Therefore G has a 
quotient in b(~) and hence in bp(Q) for some prime p. Then G I ~p 
since bp(~) S b(Qp) . Hence, in particular, G I A Qp. This contradiction 
comp 1 etes the proof. .. 0 
(3.4) Definition 
Let ~ i e· Let ~O = ~ and define recursively ~i by: 
. . 
Qi = ((G,K)-pass groups: G.€ ~i-1 ' J € Projh(X. )(S) 
=1-1 
for S € Stab(G) and·J ~ K ~ S .) 
#', . 
00 
Let X = U X. 
=00 • 0 =1 1= 
boundary. 
(3.5) Proposition 
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and b I (~) = (~oo)-< . Then b I (~) is a Schunck 
If ~ is any class of primitive groups, then ~ S ~oo S a(X) where 
X is the Schunck class having boundary b'(~) . 
Proof Clearly ~ S ~oo • We now show ~oo S a(X) .. If G has minimal 
order in ~oo ' then certainly G € (~oo)< = b(X) s a(X) Suppose now 
that for an ~oo-group H, all ~~-groups with order less than IHI lie 
in a(X) . Since H.€ ~oo ' it follows, that H has a quotient in (~oo)~ = 
b(r) .' Call this quot.ient B. Then B € ~oo and so 'B € ~r for all r 
greater than some m € ~ . Similarly H € ~r for all r greater than 
some n € ~ . Let t = max{m,n}. Then (BtH) £ ~t. Let T € Projh(B)(S) 
where S € Stab(H). If T = S, then B = H and so H € b(X) S a(X) 
We now assume ITI < lsi . Since B € b(X) and B € ~t' we have 
-< B € (~t) · Therefore h(B»> h(~t) and so all (H,T)-pass groups lie in 
~t+l by definition, and hence all lie in ~oo and then in a(X) by 
hypothesis since ITI < lsi . Now, by Lemma 2.25, we have H € a(X). 0 
(3.6) Proposition 
L~t ~ be any class of primitive groups and let X be the Schunck 
class with boundary b'(~) . Then r is the unique maximal Schunck class 
. ' 
.-, . 
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with ~ contained in its avoidance class. 
Proof Let ~ be a Schunck class with ~ S a(~) . We aim to prove 
that X» ~. We begin by showing ~oo £ a(~) · Assume that ~n £ a(~) 
for n € IN. Let H € ~n+l .. Then H is a (G,K)-pass group for some 
G € ~n' S € Stab(G) , J € projh(~n)(S) and J ~ K ~ S. Now G € a(~) 
since G € ~n. Also, since ~n £ a(~) , we see trat h(~n) »~ and 
so, by Lemma 2.23, all (G,K)-pass groups lie in a(~) . Therefore 
H € a(~) by Lemma 2.25. Hence ~n+l ~ a(~). It follows that ~oo £ a(~) , 
hence b(X) = (~oo)< £ a(~) , and so finally X» ~. 0 
(3.7) . Examples (i) If~· is a Schunck class, then b'(b(~)) = b(~) 
since (b(~))O = (b(~))l = • Furthermore, it is easy to see by 
Lemma 2.23 that (a(~))O = (a(~))l = ••••• and so b' (a(~)) = (a(~))-< '= b(~) . 
(ii) Let H be a p'olyprimitive group of type (2,3,5) . 
Let ~ = (H,Z5,S3) · Then ~1 = (H,Z5,S3,E(2/5)) = ~2 = ••••• 
Therefore b'(~) = (Z5,S3,E(2/5)) 
( 3 . 8 ) , Lemma 
Let X be a Schunck class and let Y be any class of primitive 
= -
I 
groups. Then b'(b(~) u X) = b'(a(~) u X) 
Proof Let ~ and ~ be Schunck classes satisfying b(~) = b'(b(~) u X) 
.~, . 
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and b(~) = b'(a(Q) U X) . Then b(~) £ a(~) by Proposition 3.5. 
Therefore a(~) £ a(~) by Theorem 2.19, and hence a(~) u'x £ a(~) . 
It follows by Proposition 3.6 that ~» ~ • 
Now b(Q) U X £ a(~) U X £ a(~) by Proposition 3.5. Then, by 
Proposition 3.6, we have ~» ~, and hence ~ = ~. 0 
To conclude this section we show how these constructions relate to 
the meet and join operations in the lattice H. 
(3.9) Lemma 
.1 
If Q and X are Schunck c1 as'ses, then 
(i ) b(~ v X) = (a(~) n a(X))~ 
(i i ) b(~ A Y) = b'(b(~) U b(Y)) 
- - - -
Proof (i) See Lemma 2.22. 
(ii) This follows from the definition of the meet operation and 
Proposition 3.6. 0 
We now characterize those Schunck classes which are meet-irreducible 
in H . 
(3.10) ,Proposition 
Let ~ be a Schunck class. Then ~ is meet-irreducible in H 
,', . 
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if and only if ~ is maximal in H or ~ = ~ 
Proof Let T be any b(~)-group. Define a Schunck class ~ ,by 
b(~) = b(~)\(T) By Lemma 3.9, b(h(T)"~) = b'«T) u b(~)) = b'(b(~)) = 
b(~) . Therefore ~ = h(T) " ~. Now h(T) ~> ~ since T i a(~), and 
~ ~> h(T) unless b(~) = ~ • Therefore ~ is, meet-reducible if 
Ib(~)1 > 1 • Hence the meet-irreducible Schunck classes are those with 
boundaries of size 0 or.l , that is ~ and the maximal Schunck classes. D 
A characterization of the join-irreducible Schunck classes appears 
much more difficult to obtain. Clearly any atoms of ~. are join irreducible 
but we now see that there are join-irreducible Schunck classes which are 
not atoms. 
(3.11) Example 
< Let ~ be the Schunck class with boundary (a(~pl}\(Zp}) for 
some prime p. Then~ b(~} £ a(~pl} and hence ~ I»~ ~pl by Theorem 2.19. 
Now a(~pl) consists of all primitive groups G whose Hall pi-subgroups 
intersect Soc(G) trivially. Therefore a(~pl) = (G € ~ : F(G) is'a 
p-group). Suppose X 1" ~ for some Schunck class X. Let G be a 
group of minimal order i~ ~\X. Then G € ~ n b(X) . Either G is 
isomorphic with Zp or F(G) is a pi-group for if G is non-cyclic 
and p divides IF(G) I then G € a(~pl)\(Zp)' and so G has a 'quotient 
in b(~) "and hence G I. ~ He consider the latter c~se, . 
f'~ . 
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Let S E Stab(G) . By Lemma 1.1~ there is an irreduc~ble GF(p).G 
-module V faithful for G such that 1$ E Q(VS) . Now [VJG has 
socle a p-group and so [VJG E a(~p') hence [VJG has a quotient in 
b(~) . Since G ~ ~, we have [VJG E b(~) . By Proposition 3.6 we 
have b'(b(~) u (G)) s a(X) . NowJby the choice of V} we have Zp € Obex) 
If G ~ Zp' then of course Zp € b(X) . 
We have shown that for all Schunckclasses X properly strongly 
contained in Q' it is necessary that Zp E b(X) '. Suppose Q = . v Xi 
. lEI 
for a family {Xi}iEI of Schunck slasses properly strongly contained in 
~, then Zp E b(!i) for each i E I and so Zp E .nIa(!i) = a(~) 
lE 
Clearly, by the d~finition of ~, this cannot hold and so ~ must be 
join irreducible but - ~ »~p' , and so ~ is not an atom. 0 
This example also shows that a Schunck class is not uniquely 
determined by the set .~f atoms it st~ongly contains since h((a(~p' )\(Zp)) ) 
and S. contain strongly the same atoms. Therefore the dual to Lemma 
=p 
2.37 does not hold. 
,', . 
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§4. Schunck classes ~ with only finite chains from ~ 'to ~ 
(4.1) Lemma 
Let U be a Schunck class with bCU} = bpCU) for some prime p. 
Let A be an (a(U)\b(~))-group and T € Q(A) n b(U). If H € ProjU(A) , 
there exists a prime q i p for which yq(H) > yq(T) • Therefore there 
is a b(~)-group B with yq(B} > yq(T) . 
If, in addition, t = t(T) is maximal among the nilpotent lengths 
of b(U)-groups, then L,Q,_2(T)/LR,_1(T) is an. r-group'ofor some prime r 
II 
and we can take q = r above. 
Proof Let G € Stab(A) . We have by Lenuna 1 .29 that yq(A) = yq(G) > yq(T) 
for some prime q ~ p. Since b(~} = bp(~) , it follows that 
yq(H) = yq(A) . Now all (A,H)-pass groups lie tn b(U) and by Corollary 
. . 
2.27 there is such a pass group, B say, with yq(B) = yq(H) > yq(T} 
We now assume that the nilpotent length of . Tis maximal among 
all b(~)-groups. Let N ~ G be such that GIN is isomorphic with T. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1 .29 there exists a prime q for which 
G/~(Oq(G)) i·~ where ~ is given by (l.a) (page l8). Set 
. '" U = CG(Oq(G}) . Thus U, S N. Take M ~ G such that MIN = F(l} 
Hence HN/N complements MIN in ~/N. Consider 0q(G) as an HU~grouPt 
If V is any HU-composition factor of 0q(G), then since H; = 
HU/KerCHU on V} € QCH} and H € RO c(Ul we have t(Jil s ~(H) ... l = R, .. 2 • 
. ', . 
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Therefore L~_2(H}U/U centr~lize5 V and hence it stabilizes a 
series for 0q(G}. It follows by Lemma 1.6 that L~_2(H)U/U is 
a q-group. Recall that G = HM and G/M is isomorphic with 
T/F(T) • Hence LR._2(T}/LR._l(T};; L,q._2(T/P(T}) = LR._2(G/N) ;; 
LR._2(HM/t1) ~ LR._2(H) .M/M ~ L~_2(H)/M n L~_2(H) € Q(J .. ,q._2(H)/L~ .. 2(H) n U) = 
Q(L t _2(H)U/U} and LR._2(T)/LR._l(T) is a q-group. 0 
(4.2) Proposition 
If ~ is a Schunck class with an infinite avoidance class, then 
a(~) contains an infinite Schunc~ boundary. 
Proof We first prove the result for Schunck classes ~ satisfying 
b(~) = bp(~) for some prime p. 
Here we use induction on Ib(U)1 which we may clearly assume to 
be finite. If Ib(~) I = 1 , then a(~) = b(~) by Lemma 2.34 and 50 this 
case cannot arise. Nowlet Ib(~)1 = n > 1 and assume the result is true 
for all Schunck classes having at most n-l elements in their boundaries. 
For each prime q, ~et c(q) = max{yq(G) : G € c(~)}' where we take 
Yq(G) = 0 if··q % IGI . We define, for each prime q ~ the class 
~c(q) given by 
~c (q) = ~, (
if c(q) = 0 or q = p 
(G€a(~) : Yq(G) = c(q)) , othe~/ise. 
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Since 'c{~) is by assumption finite, c(q) # 0 (and hence 6c(q) # .) 
for only finitely many primes, ql' .... 'qn say. Let ko = a(~) and 
for i = 1,2, ... ,n let ki = ki-l n 6c(q.) 
1 
Case (a) : 
Suppose kn is infinite. We show that kn is a Schunck boundary. 
If not, there exist groups G,H € kn with G € Q(H}. In this case 
each of G and H have Sylow q-subgroups of maximal class among 
a{~)-groups for all primes q distinct from p since' max(y (A). 
, . q 
• tt . 
A € a(~» = c(q) by Corollary 2.27. However, Lemma 1 .2~ gives 
Yq(H). > Yq(G) for some prime q distinct from p. From this 
contradiction it is clear that kn is an 'infinite Schunck boundary 
contained in a(~) . 
Case (b) : 
.', 
Now we assume that kn is finite. Let i be the smallest suffix 
such that ki is finite. Then i ~ 1 . Let ~ = (B € b(~) : 
yq.(B) = c(qi» and so R #. by definition of ceqi} . Set 
1 . .. 
b(~) = b(~)'~ and let G be a group in ki-l'ki . Then no ~-group 
appears as a cast-off gr~up for G " since, if some ~-group was a 
cast-of~ group, then we must have Yq.(G)~' c(q;) but then by Corollary 
1 . 
2 ... 7, Y "(G) = c(q.) and we have G € k; . Therefore all the cast-off 91 1 .... 
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groups for G lie in, b(~) and so G € a(~) by Lemm'a 2~25. 
Then b(~) f ~ and ki-l \ ki ~ a(~) . Now b(~) c b(~} implies 
a(~) c a(~). Since ki-l \ ki is infinite, it follows that a(~) 
is infinite. Since Ib(~) l' < Ib(~) I , it now follows by induction 
that a(~) , and hence a(~) , contains an ~nfinite Schunck boundary. 
Now we prove the result for any Schunck class ~. Again we may 
assume that Ib(~} I is finite. Therefore bp(~} 1 ~ for only finitely 
many primes p. Consider a prime p for which ap(~) is infinite. It 
is clear that such a prime exists, for ap(~) = ~ if bp(~) = ~ . 
Let b(~) = (apW))-< • By Lemma"'3.2, ap(~)· is the avoidance class 
for ~, and since b(~) = bp(~) , we conclude from the special case 
above that ap(~) , and hence a(~)·, contains an infinite Schunck 
boundary. 0 
(4.3) Corollary 
A Schunck class ~ has no infinite proper chains from ~ to ~ 
if and only if a(~) is finite. 
Proof If a(~) is infinite, then it contains an infinite Schunck 
boundary by Proposition 4.3, b(Q} say. Let B1 be any b(Q)-group 
and set b(Q1) = b(Q},(B1) . Define Q2 , .•.... by letting B; be any' 
b(~i_l)~group and setting b(Qi) = b(~i-l)\(Bi) · This recipe gives an 
infinite proper chain ~« Q « Ql « •••• « ~ • 
t', . 
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Conversely, if . a(~) is finite, then all chains have length 
at mo s t I a ( ~) I . For, i. f ~ > I ~, th en a (~ ) 1 a ( ~ ). 0 
Finally in this section we show' that those Schunck classes 
having no infinite proper chains to, ~ do not form a sublattice of 
H • 
(4.5) Example 
Certainly gP, gq have no infinite proper chains to ~ where 
p and q are distinct primes. Now b(gP A gq) = (Zp;Zq) by Lemma 
2.22. However, for e~ch n € 1N , if Hn. is a cyclic group of order 
qn a~d Vn is a faithful, irreducible GF(p).Hn-module, then 
[VnJ.Hn € a(QP A gq) . Then setting b{~m) = ([VOJHO , ... , [VmJHm) 
for each m € 1N yields a properly descending chain, ~» ~O » ~1 » •••• 
» QP A gq, of infinite length. 0 
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§5. D-boundaries. 
We first consider some necessary'and sufficient conditions for 
a Schunck boundary to be a Q-boundary. 
(5.1) Definitions 
Let G be a primitive group with stabilizer K. 
If ~ is a class of groups, then we may refer to H as a 
(G,~)-pass group if it is a (G,J)-pass group for some ~-subgroup J 
II 
of K. 
A G-pass group H will be described as proper if G f H . 
II (5.2) Theorem (Forster) 
A Schunck class ~ is a Q-c1ass if and only if for each group 
G in b(~) all (~,R)-pass groups lie in b(~) 
II 
Proof Forster [2], 9.4. 0 
(5.3) Theorem 
A Schunck class I R is a D-c1ass if and only if for each group G 
in a(R) all G-pass groups lie in a(~) · 
·ProofLet G E a(~) and let W be a G-pass group. Then W has the 
f', . 
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form [R/S] J/CJ(R/S) where J is a subgroup of K € Stab(G) and 
R/S is a J-composition factor of F(G). We set H = RJ and 
N = SCJ(R/S). Then N ~ Hand H/N is isomorphic with W. Let 
o € Proj~(H). Since ~ is a Q-class, there is a ~-projector of 
G containing D. However G €'a(~) and so all g-projectors avoid 
F(G). Therefore 0 n F(G) = 1 and hence 0 n R ; 1 • Let X € Proj~(J) . 
Then X € ProjR(H) since 0 ~ % n R = DR/R €"prOjR(RJ/R) and 
RJ/R ~ J. It follows that XN/N € ProjQ(H/N) and since XN/N s· .IN/N 
€ Stab(H/N) we have H/N € a(Q) as required. 
- tl 
The converse follows immediately from Theorem 5.2. 0 
Armed with these two results, we can now describe two Q-boundaries, ~ 
associated with any class ~ of primitive groups, which are similar to 
~< and b'(Q) described earlier. We shall see 'that in the special 
case of ~ being a Schunck boundary, b(r) say, then these constructions 
give rise ·to Q-boundaries corresponding to the unique maximal Q-class 
strongly contained in Y and the unique minimal D-class strongly con-
ta i ni ng X. 
(5.4) Definition 
" 
Let ~ be a class of primitive groups. Define p(~) to be the 
class consisting of all. G-pass groups for ~ll ~-groups G. 
Let b*(Q) = (p(Q))-< 
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(5.5) Lemma 
If ~ is a ~lass of primitive groups, then b*(~) is a 
Q-boundary. 
Proof It is clear that b*(~) is a Schunck boundary, b(X) say_ 
, Let G be a b(X)-group wi th K € Stab(G) and' J a X-subgroup of 
K. Let W be a (G,J)-pass group. Then W € p(~). If W i b(X) , 
then W must have a proper quotient in b(X). It follows that J 
must have a quotient in b(y) but this contradicts J € y. Therefore 
- -
W € b(X) and so b(~) is a Q-,boundary by Theorem 5.2. 0 
(5.6) Definition 
For a Schunck class ~ define the Q-interior by ~o = h(b*(b(~))) . 
(5.7) Lemma 
L t X b ·S· h k 1 Then x=o. D 1 t 1 e = e a c unc c ass. 1S a _-c ass s rong y con-
tai ned i n ~ 
Proof That .. ~O is a D-class follows from Lemma 5.5. Let G be a 
b(~)-group and K € Stab(G). Let J be an ~O-projector of K and 
. 
let L be a (G,J)-pass group. Then L €. p(b(~)) but· L has no proper 
quotient in b*(b(~)) since L/F(L) € Q(J) £ ~O = h(b*(b(~))) . 
Jherefore L € b*(b(~)) = b(~O). Therefore G € a(~O) by Lemma 2.24. 
f', . 
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Now b(~) oS a(~O) yields ~» ~O by Theorem 2.19. 0 
(5.8) Lemma 
A Schunck class R is a Q-c1ass 'if and only if R = RO 
Proof If R = RO, we have, by Lemma 5.5, that ~ is aD-class. 
Conversely, let 0 be a Q-c1ass. We have, by Lemma 5.7, that 
, ° ° ° . R «R and henCe R sR· Suppose that R 1 R and choose G with 
minimal order in ~\RO. Then G has a quotient in b(RO). ,Now 
G € ~ implies Q(G) s R, henc'e, by the minima1ity of G, we must 
have G € b(QO) = b*(b(Q)) s p(b(R)) s a(R) by Theorem 5.3. Therefore 
G E a(R) and hence G t R. This contradiction yields the required 
resu1 t. 0 
(5.9) Proposition 
Let ~ be a "'Sohunck class. Then ~O is the unique maximal 
D-c1ass strongly contained in ~ . 
Proof By Lemma 5.7, we have ~O« ~. We take aD-class r st~ong1y 
contained in X and show that XO» Y • 
= = = 
I f ~» y, i t fo 11 ows tha t 
-. -
b(~) oS a(X) by Theorem 2.19. Hence p(b(~)) s p(a(X))' and since 
X E Q,~ we have p(a(X)) = a(I) by Theorem 5.3. Therefore b(~O) = b*(b(~)) 
° .5 p(b(~)) 5 a(X) and hence ~ »Iby Theorem 2.19. 0 
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There is, clearly considerable similarity between b'(~) and 
b*(~). The following result should be compared with 'Proposition 3.5. 
( 5 • 1 0 ) Lemma 
If ~ is any class of primitive groups, then ~ E p(~) ~ a(X) 
where Xis the Q-c 1 ass wi th bou ndary b *(~) . 
Proof It is clear that ~ ~ p(Q). Let G be a . p(~)-group with 
K € Stab(G) and let J be a X-projector of K. Let L be a (G,J)-
pass group. Therefore L € .p(~)'1 and L € b*(~) since L/F(L) € Q(J) 
~ X = h(b*(~)). It follows from Lemma 2.24 that G € a(X) . Hence 
p(Q) ~ a(X). 0 
(5. 11) Lemma 
If ~ is a D-class and G is a primitive Q-group satisfying 
G € b*(G) and b*(G) ~ b(R) u (G) , then b(Q) 1 a(h(b*(b(~) u (G)))) 
and hence Q >f> h(b*(b(~) u (G))) · 
Proof We suppose that b(Q) i a(h(b*(b(Q) u (G)))) and let H be a 
b(Q)-group of smallest order such that H i a(h(b*(b(Q) u (G)))) Let 
K € Stab(H) and let J be an. h(b*(b(Q) u (G)))-projector of K. 
We first consider the possibility that J = K. Then 
·H i h(b*(b(Q) u (G))) u b*(b(Q) u (G)) since (Q-l)H ~ Q(J) 
." . 
E h ( b * ( b ( Q ) u ( G ) )). Howe ve r H '- a ( h ( b * ( b ( Q ) u (G)))) and he nc e 
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H € h(b*(b(~) u (G») • On the other hand H € b(~) ~ p(b(~» 
~ p(b(~) u (G» and therefore H has a quotient in b*(b(~) u (G»)' . 
This contradiction allows us to take IJI' < IKI . We show J € D . 
"= 
For if not, then J has a quotient isomorphic ~/ith some b(~)-group, 
B say. By the minima1ity of H, we have B € a(h(b*(b(~) u (G»» . 
Therefore J has a quotient "in b*(b(~) u.(G» . This contradicts 
the fact that J € h(b*(b(~) u (G» and hence J € Q . 
Now, by Theorem 5.3, all (H,J)-pass groups lie in b(~) , and 
hence, by the minima1ity of H, all lie in a(h(b*(b(~) u (G»» • 
Now J € h(b*(b(Q), u (G») and S~t all (H,J)-pass groups 1 ie in 
b*(b(Q) u (G» . Therefore, by Lemma 2.24, we have 
H € a(h(b*(b(Q) u (G»» , our final contradiction. Thus 
b(Q) ~ a(h(b*(b(Q) u (G»» and so Q >~> h(b*(b(Q) u (G») by 
Theorem 2.19. 0 
The construction b*( ) gives rise to the following characterization 
of those Schunck classes which are D-c1asses. 
(5.12) Theorem 
A Schunck class ~ is a D-~lass if and only if for all 
a(~)-groups G, we have b*(G) ~ a(~) . 
- ,-
Proof If H is a D-class, it follows from Theorem 5.3 that 
.. = - . 
b*(G) ~ peG) ~ a(H) for all groups G € a(~) ! 
. . -
Conversely, suppose that b*(G) ~ a(~) for all a(~)-groups G. 
Let G .. be a b(~)-group and let H be any (G,~)-pass group. Then 
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H/F(H} € ~ and H € p(G}. Now H has no proper quotient in 
b*{G} since b*(G} ~ a{~} and H/F{H) € ~. Therefore H € b(H} . 
. - . - = 
Applying Theorem 5.2 completes the proof. 0 
We now consider the boundary of the meet of two D-classes and 
obtain a result similar'to Lemma 3.9{ii). 
{ 5 • 1 3} Lemma 
If ~ and ~ are Q-classes, then 
b(~Ay) = (b(~) n y) u (~ n b(Y)} u (b{~) n b(y}} . 
-- - - .. - - - -
Proof Let G € (b{~) n b(~)) u (b(~) n~). Therefore 
G/F(G) € ~ n ~ = ~ A X ' since ~ and ~ are D-classes. Now 
G ~ ~ and so G ~ ~ n X = ~ A X. It follows therefore that G € b(!A!) . 
A similar argument applies if G € b{~) n X .• 
Suppose now th~t G € b{~A~}. Then G ~ ~AX = ~ n ~. We assume 
that G is not an ~-group. Then G has a quotient in b(~) . Since 
G/F{G} € ~ A X « !, we have G € b(~}. Furthermore G € b(~) ~ X ' 
since G/F(G) € ~, and the result then follows. 0 
(5.14) Proposition 
If ~ and ~ are Q-classes, then b(~ A X) = b*(b(~) u b(X)) 
Proof Clearly b{~) ~ p(b{Q}) ~ p(b(~) u b{~)). Then 
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p(b(~) u b(X)) E a(h(b*(b(~) u b(X)))) by Lemna 5.10. Therefore 
it follows from Theorem 2.19 that ~ »h(b*(b(Q) u b(X))) . 
Similarly X» h(b*(b(Q) u b(r))) and so Q A X » h(b*(b(~) u b(X)) . 
Let G € b*(b(~) u b(X)). It is easy to see that 
G € b*(b(Q)) u b*(b(X)). Since Q and X are Q-c1asses, we have 
00·00 ~ = ~ and X = X by Lemma 5.8. Therefore G € b(~ ) u b(X ) 
= b(~) u b(X). Let K € Stab(G) and J € PrOj~Ar(K) • Let L be 
any (G,J)-pass group. Then L/F(L) € ~Ay =.~ n Y since X and Y 
- - - - = = 
are D-c1asses. However G € b(~) u b(X) and ~,X € Q together 
imply that L € a(~) u a(Y) by Theorem 5.3. Therefore L € (b{~) n y) u 
- - ,I 0; --
(b(~) n b(X)) u (b(X) n Q) and hence L € b(~AX) by Lemma 5.13. Therefore 
G €a(~AY) by Lemma 2.24 and hence b*(b(~) u b(Y)) S a(~AY) • Then 
- - . - - - -
h(b~(b(~) u b(X))) » ~ A rand .the proof is complete. 0 
The second construction plays a role similar to ~< described 
earlier. 
(5.15) Definition 
Let ~ be a class of primitive groups and set ~O = ~. For 
i =1,2, .•. ~·~let ni betheorderofa·sma11est ~i_1-group G such 
that either (a)' G h~s a proper quotient in ~i-1 or (b) some 
(G,h(~i_1»-pass group does not lie in ~i-1 · Remove f~om Qi-1 those 
groups· of order 'ni which satisfy either'(~) or (b). Call the resulting 00 
.. c 1 ass . X • • Now set X = n X • • 
=1 =00 . 0 =1 
,.,. 1 = 
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( 5. 16 ) Lemma 
If ~ is a class of primitive groups, then ~~ is a Q-boundary. 
Proof Since ~~ only contains primitive groups and no ~oo-group has a 
proper quotient in ~~, it is clear that ~oo is a Schunck boundary. 
Let G E ~~ and suppose some (G,h(~~»-pass group does not lie in ~oo. 
Then there is some i E IN for wh i ch , I G I = ni and G E ~i but some . 
(G,h(~i»-pass group does not lie in ~i · But then G f ~i+1 and so 
G f ~~. This, together with Theorem 5.2, gives the required result. 0 
(5.17) Definition It 
For a Schunck class ~ we define the D-oZ08ure & of ~ by 
& = h(a(~)oo) • 
( 5 • 18) Lemma 
If ~ is a Q-c1ass, then Q = Q 
Proof Let Q be a D-c1ass and let G be a b(~)-group. By Theorem 
5.3 we know that all G-pass groups lie in a(~) and G has no quotient 
.. 
in b(~) hence'· G E (a(~»oo = b(R) . Therefore b(~) oS b(Q) oS a(Q) . and 
so g = Q by Theorem 2.1.9. 0 
( 5 • 1 9 ) Lemma 
If ~ is a S~~unck class and ~ is a D-c1ass strongly containing 
~., then Q» 8 · 
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Proof Since ~» ~, we have a{~) E a(~) by Theorem 2.19. If 
tV G is a minimal a(~)-group then G = Zp for some prime p and so 
G € a(~)i for all i • Hence G € a(~)O) = beg) E a(g) . Now, 
suppose that G € a(~) and all smaller a(Q)-groups lie in a(8) 
Let K € Stab(G). We first show that G i 8 
Suppose, on the contrary, that G € ~ '. Then G € a(~)f\~ impl ies 
that there exists an ; for which G € a(~)i-l \ a(~)i. Thus 
IGI = n. and G satisfies either (a) or (b) of 5.15. Firstly 
1 
suppose that G has a proper quotient in a(~)i-l • Then G has a 
proper quotient in a(~)oO = beg) .,since {H € a(~)i-l : IHI < ni 1 E a(~).o . 
This contradicts G € g . Notice that the h(a(~)i_1)-subgroupsof K 
are precisely t~e h(a(~)O))-subgroups of K since {H € b(h(a(~)i_1)) : 
IHI < nil = {H € b(h(a(~)O))) : IHI < nil by the construction. Now all 
proper G-pass groups lie in ,a(Q) since Q £: Q., and hence all 1i·e 
in a(8) by the choice of G. In particular all(£1Jh(a~}~1))-pass groups 
lie in b(~) and he~~e in a(~)O) ~ a(~)i-l • Therefore (b) of 5.15 
cannot hold and so we conclude that G t 8 . 
Now either G € b(8) or K t 8 and hence L- 1 K. In the latter 
case we notic~ that all (G,L)-pass groups lie in a(Q) since Q is a 
D-c1ass and hence in a(8) by the choice of G. Then G € a(8) by 
\ 
Lemma 2.24. 0 
We" now have as an immediate corollary. 
r. -
(5.20) Corollary 
If ~ is a Schunck class, then g is the unique minimal 
D-c1ass strongly containing Q. 0 
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(5.21) Proposition 
For D-cl asses ~ and X, the boundary of ~ "X is given 
by (a(~) n a(X))oo . 
Proof Since X and Yare D-classes, we have X" Y € D and hence 
= = - = = -
b(~ " X) = (a(~ v X))oo by Lemma 5.18. Now Lemma 2.22 completes the· 
proof. 0 
We now show, by the following example, that we cannot consider 
,I 
(5.22) Example 
Let ~ be the Schunck class with boundary b(~) = (E(2/3) , 
E(2/5) , E(3/5}, Z5} . Let V be a faithful and irreducible E(2/3)-· 
module over GF(5} . Let G be the semi-direct product of V with 
E(2/3) . Then G € a(~)\b(~) • Notice that since Z3 t b(~) , we 
have (b(~)}oo = (b5(~))00 and (a(~))oo = (a5(~))oo · All proper G-pass 
group~ lie in b5(~) and hence no proper G-pass group has a proper 
quotient in (a(~))oo • Therefore' G € (a(~})oo but G t b(~) impl ies 
G f (b(~))oo 0 
Next we briefly co~sider sub-boundari~s of D-boundaries which are 
themselves D-boundaries . 
. -, . 
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(5.23) Proposition 
Let {f1,. · ., f} be a set of functions, f.:S ~ 1N, such that n 1 = 
each fi is constant on isomorphism classes and non-increasing on taking 
subgroups and quotients. Let fn+1(G) = IGI for all G € ~ • 
Suppose that ~ and Q are Q-c1asses with b(~) f. b(Q} . Let 
~O be the class of stabilizers of groups in b(Q}\b(~} For 
i = 1,2, .. , n+1 define a t1ass ~i by: 
,I 
Suppose that ~n~l is non-empty. Let T € ~n+l, and choose a 
(b(Q)\b(~))-group, H say, with stabilizer isomorphic with T. Then 
b(~) u (H) is a Q-boundary. 
Proof Since b(~) u (H) is a subclass of·a Schunck boundary b(Q) , 
it is itself a Schunck boundary, b(X} say. To show that X is a 
Q-c1ass we need to show that all (G,X}-pass groups lie in b(X) for 
each b(X)-group G. Now b(~) c bel} implies that ~» I by 
Theorem 2. 19. 
Let G be a b(~)-group. Then, since ~ is a Q-class, Theorem 
5.2 applies to give that all (G,~)-pass groups lie in b(~) . Therefore 
all (G,I)-pass groups lie in b(~) c b(l),. Hence it only remains to 
show that all (H,I)-pass groups lie in bel) . The result then follows 
from Theorem 5.2. ,' .. 
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~et L be an (H,X)-pass group with J E Stab(L) . Then J is 
a quotient of a subgroup of T, and hence fi(J) ~ fi(T) for 
i = 1,2, .•. , n+1 . We claim that J E ~. If not, then J has a 
quotient, J/N say, . in b(Q)\b(X) . Let R E Stab(J/N) • Then 
fi(R) ~ fi(J/N) S fi(J) S fi(T) for· i = 1,2, ..•. ,n+1 . Now R E Eo 
and so R E ~n+1. Therefore since T E ~n+l we ~ave ITI = IRI 
and it follows that IJI > ITI · This contradicts fn+l(J) ~ fn+l(T) 
and hence we may assume that J E ~. Now, by Theorem 5.3, all (H,X)-
pass groups lie in a(Q) and hence L E b(~) . 
Suppose L E b(Q)\b(X). Since J E Eo and f;(J) S fi(T) for 
i = 1,2, ... ,n+l , that T is an ~n+l-group implies J E En+l and so 
ITI = IJI . Therefore J = T and hence L = H E b(X) .. This contra-
diction shows that all (H,X)-pass groups lie in b(I). and the proof 
is complete. 0 
Examples of possib1e·functions are fleA) = ~(A) and f2(A) = yq(A) 
for some fixed prime ~, f6r each A E ~ .• 
(5.24) Corollary 
If n '~. Ib(Q) I for a D-class ~ 
b(~n) of size n contained in b(Q) . 
then there ;s a Q-boundary 
Proof Take {fl, .... ,fr } = ~ in Proposition, 5.23. Let ~o = ~ 
,', . 
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Then b(~O) = ~. Applying Proposition 5.23 with ~ = ~O 'yields 
a Q-boundary, b(~l) say, with Ib(~l) I = 1 • 'Repeat the process 
with ~ = ~i for i = l, •.. ,n-l to obtain ~2' .... '~n . Then 
b(~n) E b(Q) and Ib(~n)1 =·n . 0 
(5.25) Lemma 
Let Q be a D-class and G a primitive Q-group satisfying 
Ca) all proper (G,Q)-pass groups lie in ·b(Q) 
(b) b(Q) s h(G) . 
.1 
Then b(Q) u (G) is a Q-boundary. 
Proof Clearly, since G E Q and b(Q) S h(G) , the class b{Q) u (G) 
is a Schunck boundary, b(~) say. Now b(Q) c b(~) implies that 
Q »~ by Theorem 2.19. Therefore all (G,~}-pass groups lie in 
b(Q) c b(~) using (a~: Let B be a b(Q)-group and L a (B,~}-pass 
group. Then L is a (B,Q)-pass group and so L E b(Q) c b(~) by 
Theorem 5.2. Now Theorem 5.2 can be applied again to give ~ E Q. 0 
We no\'I examine avoidance classes of Q-classes and see that not 
every infinite avoidance, class of a D-class' contains an infinite 
Q-boundary. First we need a lemma. 
{~.26} Lemma 
,,', . 
If G lies in some Q-boundary, then G E b*(G} 
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Proof Suppose G € b(~) for some D-class ~. Since. G € p(G) , 
clearly G has a quotient, G/M say, isomorphic with some b*(G)-group, 
L say. Since L € b*(G) , we have L € p(G) but then L € 'a(~) by 
Theorem 5.3. Therefore L, and hence G, has a quotient in b(~) • 
Since b(~) is a boundary, we have G = L and hence G € b*(G) . 0 
Using this result we can construct examples of groups which cannot 
belong to any Q-boundary. 
(5.27) Example 
tl 
Let V be an irreducible GF(2).S3-module faithful for S3. 
Form the semi-direct product G = [VJS3 . Then Z2 appears as a 
G-pass group (for example, as a (G,I)-pass group). Therefore 
Z2 € p{G) and it follows that Z2 € b*(G). Since G has a quotient 
isomorphic with Z2 we have G i b*{G) . Therefore we conclude from 
Lemma 5.26 that G does not lie in any Q-boundary. 0 
(5.28) Example 
Let .. g be the Q-class with boundary (A4,Z2) (that R is a 
D-class follows from Theorem 5.2). 
Let Hn be the direct product of n-copies of S3' and let Vn be 
a faithful and irreducible Hn-module over GF(2). Let Rn be the 
,.~ . 
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semi-direct product, [VnJHno . Then Rn € a(~) for all n € 1N and 
hence a(~) is infinite. 
Take G to be any group in a(~)\b(~). Then, by Lemma 4.1, 
we see that G cannot have a quotient isomorphic with A4 . Therefore 
Z2 € Q(G). Now G € a(~) = a2(~) , and so Z2 appears as a G-pass 
group. Therefore G f b*(G) and so no Q-boundary contains G by 
Lemma 5.26. Hence b(~) is the unique largest Q-boundary contained 
in a(~). In particular a(~) does not contain an infinite Q-boundary 
even though it is infinite. 0 
.t 
To complete this section we classify those D-c1asses which 
complement a given Q-class in the Q-lattice. Later we shall see 
that such a classification of complements to a Schunck class in H 
is much more difficult. 
(5.29) Proposition 
Let R be a Q-class and let ° = char(~) . Then aD-class 
QI complements D in D if and only if ~Ol « ~I ~< QO • Hence 
QO is the unique m~xima1 complement to 0 and ~Ol is the unique 
minimal complement. 
Proof Let ~I complement ~ in D. We first establish ~I« QO • 
To do this, it is enough to show that, Zp € b(~') for all p € 0 • 
For then we have (Zp:P € 0) = b(Qo) ~ a(~') and hence ~I « QO 
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by Theorem 2.19. since DAD' = I 
= 
Therefore it follows from Lemma 5.13 that if pEa, then ,Zp E b(R') • 
To show R' »~a' , we need b(~I) ~ a(~al) by Theorem 2.19. 
Therefore we must show that for each b(R1)-group G any Hall a l-
subgroup of G (the ~al-projectors) avoids F(G). It is enough to 
show that F(G) is a a-group. Let· F(G) = 0r(G) for some prime r. 
Now since G e b(R') we have Zr E b(R') by Theorem 5.2 considering 
Zr as a (G,l)-pass group. Then Zr t b(~) otherwise Zr E b(R) 0 b(~') 
s a(~vR') , but Rv~' = ~ and ~ence a(RvR') = <p .0' Therefore rEO . 
Converse ly, we suppose tha t R' is a Q-cl ass wi th ~6" «R' « QO 
Let' p be any prime. If p E 0 1 , then Zp E b(R). If p € a , then 
Zp E b(Qo) s a(~') and so Zp E b(~'). It. follows from Lemma 5.13 
that ~A~' = I .' We show finally that a(~) 0 a(Q') = <p and hence 
~V~I = ~ by Lemma 2.22. If G E a(R) .and r is the prime divisor 
of JF(G)J , then·· Zr E b(R) by Theorem 5.3 and r € a l . However 
if G E a(R') we obtain Zr € b(R') s a(~o') · Therefore Zr E b(~o') 
and so r i char(~a') = al • This shows that a(R) n a(~') = <p •. 0 
(5.30) Example 
We consider ~, the class of nilpotent groups. We show that, 
for any prime p, the Schunck cl ass QP complements ~ in H. From 
-Lemma 2~22, we have a(~vgP) = a(~) 0' a(gP) = a(~) n (Z ) = <p and hence 
,-- ,- - - p 
. ~ v QP= ~. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.9, b(~ A QP) = b 1 (b(~) u (Zp)) . 
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Now, for each prime q distinct from p, the group E(p/q) € b(~) 
From the recipe for b' ( ), we see that Z € b(~ A gP) for all q -"-
primes q distinct from p. Clearly Z € b(~ A gP). Therefore p --
~ A ~p = I . 
It is clear that the set of co~p1ements to ~ in ~ does not have 
a unique maximal element since such a Schunck class must contain gP for 
all primes p and therefore must be ~, but S does not complement 
~ . 
We now exhibit an ascending chain of complements to ~ such that 
the union of Schunck classes in such a chain is itself-not a complement. 
Let ~ be a complement to ~ constructed according to Forsters 
recipe (2.a) (page 39) i Then a(~p) = b(~) Recall c h a r ~ = lP . 
Let ~ be any non empty set of primes. Let ~~ be the Schunck class 
whose boundary consists of those b(~)-groups whose soc1es are ~-groups. 
We claim Q~ complements ~. Since b(Q~) S b(~) , we have Q~ » ~ • 
Now ~ v ~ = ~ and "so ~~ v ~ = ~. Let p € ~ • Then, by the 
construction of the groups in b(~), we see that Zp€ b(~~ A ~) • 
But "E(p/q) € b(~) for all primes q distinct from p and therefore 
Zq € b(~~ A ~)L by Lemma 3.9. Hence X A N = I • =~ = = 
Notice that if a c ~, then b(!a) C b(~~) and so ~a»!~ by 
Theorem 2.19. Let lP = {P1'P2'····} and consider ~« ~\{Pl} « 
. This is an ascending chain of complements to ~ 
00 ,." . 
but V')L = ~ and ~ is obviously not a complement to ~. 
r=l =P\{P1,···,Pr} 
o 
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§6. Special D-classes. 
It has been conjectured that those Schunck classes ~ which are 
n-maximal in H for some n € ~ are precisely those for which 
a(~) = b(~). It is easy to see that for a Schunck class, ~, 
a(~) = b(~) if and only if for all Schunck classes ~ strongly con-
taining ~ we have b(~) £ bt~). We carry this idea over to Q ' 
introducing special D-classes and later we show that these D-classes 
are precisely those which have constant depth in D. 
,t 
(6.1) Definition 
We call a Q-c1ass, g, speciaZ if, whenever X € D and 
~ » ~, we have b(~) £ b(g) 
(6.2) Lerruna 
Let ~ and R be D-classes with ~ special. If ~» g , 
then ~ is special. 
Proof Let XL be a Q-c1ass strongly containing !. Then b(!) £ a(~) · 
Since ~ is special, b(~) £ b(g) and hence b(~) £ b(~) n a(~) 
, 
Now, if G € b(~) n a(~) , then G has a quotient in'b(!) £ b(R) but 
b(~) is a boundary so G € b(~). Therefore b(~) = b(~) n a(!) 
Jherefore b(g) n b(!) s b(~) . Now ! ~> R hen~e b(!) s b(R) 
Therefore b(!) £ b(~) and ~ is special. 0 
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(6.3) Proposition 
If Q is a special Q-c1ass, then .b(~) = bp(~) for some 
prime p. 
Proof Suppose b(~) f bp(~) for any prime p. Choose distinct 
primes p and q such that bp(Q) f ~ f bq(Q). Then, by Theorem 
5.2, we have (Zp,Zq) ~ b(Q) . Thus E(q/p) € a(Q)\b(Q). Let 
b(~) = (E(q/p),Zp). Then ~ is a Q-c1ass by Theorem 5.2. Further-
more b(~) c a{~) hence !» Q b~t be!) i b(~). This contradicts 
the assumption that Q is special. 0 
It 
II We now use an example of Forster to show that the converse of 
Proposition 6.3 is false. 
( 6.4 ) Examp 1 e 
II (Forster [2], 9.6.) Let Q be the quaternion group of order 16 
and D the dihedra1.,group of order 8. Let Z = Z{Q) and let U be 
a faithful, irreducible GF(p),D-module for p.€ F\{2}. Now we may 
also consider U as a Q-module with CQ{U) = Z. Let K = [UJQ 
and q € P\{2~p}. Let V be a faithful, irreducible GF{q).{K/Z)-module. 
Consider V as a K-module with CK{V) = Z and form H = [VJ.K. Then 
Soc(H) = Z x V and so I H has a faithful, irreducible module Mover 
GF{p). Define G = [M]H. We first show G € b*(G). Clearly, it is 
enough to show ·that [UJD i peG) . 
. ', . 
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Sup po seth at [ U ] 0 i s a ( G, T) - pas s g ro up, [ V] T / C T ( V ) say, 
for some T ~ H and Va· T-composition factor of F(G). Let 
S E Sy12(T). Suppose lsI = 16. Then S E Sy12(G) and. Z.~ S . 
Now CT(V) ~ T. If [V]T/CT(V) ~ [U]D. then 21ICT(V)1 . Therefore 
1 f CT(V) n 5 ~ S and so Z ~ CT(V) because 5 is a 2-group. 
However, by Clifford's Theorem (Lemma 1.13), Z acts non-trivially 
on every Z-composition factor of F(G). Therefore all (G,T)-pass 
groups have Sylow 2-subgroups of order 16 and hence none are isomorphic 
with· [U].O. Therefore 151 = 8 but Q16 doesn't have a subgroup 
isomorphic with 08 hence no (G,T)-pass group is isomorphic with 
[UJO • 
Therefore [UJO' t p(G) and GE b*(G). Let b(Q) = b*(b*(G)u([UJO)). 
Then G I b(Q), but G E a(Q) by Lemma 5.10. It now follows by our 
next result, Theorem 6.5, that Q is not special. However, since 
F(G) = 0p(G) and U is a p-group, we have b(~) = bp(~). 0 
I think the following is probably about as useful a characterization 
of special Q-classes as we can hope for, even though it is not very 
efficient. 
(6.5) Theorem 
AD-class Q is special if and only if, for all groups G in 
a(Q)\b(R), G I b*(G) · 
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Proof Let D E D be special. Suppose G E b*{G) for some 
= -
G E a{Q)\b{~). By Theorem,5.3, b*{G) s p(G) s a(Q), hence 
(h(G))O » Q. However, b*(G) i b(Q) contradicts Q being,special. 
Conversely, let G i b*(G) for all groups G E a(Q)\b(~) 
Suppose Q is not special. Then ,there is a Q-class ~ strongly 
containing ~ but with b(~) i b(Q). Since b(~) s a(~) , there 
exists K E (a(Q)\b(R)) n b(~). It follows'from Lemma 5.26 that 
K E b*{K) , since K E b(~) . This contradicts our hypotheses and 
hence concludes the proof. 0 
./ 
(6.6) Theorem 
AD-class D is special if and only if, for all groups G E a(R) 
b*{G) ~ b{Q) . 
Proof If b*{G) ~ b(Q) for all G E a(R)\b{Q), then G i b*(G) , 
hence Q is special by Theorem 6.5. 
Let Q be special and suppose that for some G E a(Q) , b*(G) t b(Q) . 
By Theorem 5.3, we have b*(G) £ p(G) s a(Q). ~herefore, there exists 
a group H E b*(G) n (a(Q)\b(Q)). Since H E b*(G) . and (h(G))O E Q ' 
we have, by Lemma 5.26, that H E b*(H). Then R is not special 'by 
Theorem 6.5. This contradiction gives the required r~sult. 0 
(6.7) Remark 
If QED and for some H E a{Q)\b{Q) there is a b{Q)-group, 
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G say, which satisfies G € Q{H) n p{H) , then H ~ b*{H) . 
Proof Since G € p{H) , G has a quotient in b*{H). Now H has 
a quotient isomorphic with G hence H has a proper quotient in 
b*(H). Therefore H I b*(H). 0 
The next result will be of use later in providing us with examples 
of . Q-classes with constant depth n for any n € N • 
(6.8) Lemma 
If G € b*{G) and (h{G))O is not special, then h{b*{G)\{G)) 
is not special. 
Proof Let Q = (h{G))O and suppose Q is not special. Then, by 
Theorem 6.5, there is a group L € a(Q)\b(Q) with L € b*{L) . 
- - . 
Suppose G € p{L). Let T € b*(G) • Then T has a quotient, 
TIN say, in b*{L).~ a{Q) • Then TIN has a quotient in b{R) = b*(G) 
Now T € b*{G) and b*{G) is a boundary, hence N = 1 and T € b*{L) . 
Therefore b*{G) ~ b*{L) ~ a{R). It follows that b*{G) = b*{L): Then 
we have a contradiction since L € b*{L) but L ~ b*{G) = b{Q) · 
Therefore G ~ p{L) . 
Let K € Stab{L) and let T be an h(b*(G)\{G))-projector of K. 
If all.. (L,T)-pass groups lie in b*(G) , then all lie in b*(G)\{G) , 
I 
.since G' p{L) , hence L € a(h(b*(G)\{G)))\{b*{G)\(G)) by Lemma 2.24. 
Th e re fore h ( b * ( G ) \ (G) ) i s no t s pe cia 1 . 
... 
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If some (L,T)-pass group, M say, does not lie in b*(G) 
then M E a(R)\b(R) by The~rem 5.3. Thus, M has a quotient 
isomorphic with G, since T E h(b*(G)\(G)). Now, by Lemma 4.1 
some b(R)-group has Sylow q-subgroups with class greater than those 
of G. However, b(~) s p(G) he_nce all b(~)-groups have Sylow 
q-subgroups with class at most equal to Yq(G). This contradiction 
completes the proof. 0 
The next result provides us with examples of special D-c1asses. 
(6.9) Lemma 
for aD-class D and some prime p, and 
then D is special. 
Proof Let H E a(~)\b(~) have a quotient isomorphic with G E b(~) 
Let K E Stab(G) , hence K E ~. Let L E Stab(H) and D E ProjQ(L) . 
Now p JIF(L) I since b(~) = bp(~) and so F(L) ~ D •. Suppose D is 
not nilpotent. Then we get an (H,D)-pass group with nilpotent length 
at least three. Since all b(Q)-groups have nilpotent length at most 
two~ D is ··nilpotent. Similarly, if D is not abelian, then we get 
an (H,D)-pass group wi,th non-abelian stabilizer contrary to our assumption 
c(~) S ~ . ." 
--We may therefore assume that D is abelian.' Now F(L) ~ D and D 
centralizes F(L) ' ... hence D ~ F(L) by Lemma 1.2. Therefore D = F(L) 
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and so K = 1 . It follows that G ~ Zp • Since F(H) = 0 (H) , 
. P 
Zp appears as an H-pass group. We have, by Remark 6.7, that 
H f b*(H) . Applying Theorem 6.5 completes the proof. 0 
(6 • 1 0 ) Lemma 
Let ~ be a D-c1ass with Zp E b(~) and q E char(~) for 
primes p and q. Let V 
n 
module for n = 1,2, ...• 
n E ~} = ~ • 
be a faithful, irreducible GF(p).Z -
n q 
If G E bp(~) then (Q-l) (G) n {[VnJ·Z n 
. q 
,t 
Proof Suppose the result is false. Let G EbpOO and let [V J.Z n 
n q 
appear as a proper quotient of G for some n EN. Let K E Stab(G) . 
Then K has a subgroup isomorphic with Z n. Thus, by Theorem 5.2, 
q 
[VnJ\n € bp(~)' Since bp(~) is a boundary, we have a contradiction of 
G E b (~). 0 p-
It is now quite easy to see that any Q-c1ass with at most three 
groups in its boundary and beg) = bp(Q) for some prime p, is special. 
(6.11 ) Theorem 
Let Q. be a D-c1ass with Ib(Q)1 s 3. Then g is special if 
.and only if b(Q) = bp(Q) for ,some prime p. Moreover, if . Q is special, 
b(Q) has one of the"'fo110wi'ng forms, for distinct primes p,q and r:· 
Proof 
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(1) b(~) = (Zp) 
(2) b(~) = b*(E(q/p)) = (E(q/p),Zp) 
(3) b(~) = b*(E(q/p),E(r/p)) = (E(q/p),E(r/p),Zp) 
(4) b(~) = b*([VJ Z 2) = ([VJ Z 2,E(q/p),Zp) , where V is 
q q 
a faithful, irreducible· GF(p).Z 2-module; . 
q 
(5) b(~) = b*(G) = (G,E{q/p),Zp) , where G isa primitive 
group with stabilizer an extraspecial q-group of exponent 
q and order q3. and F(G) = 0p(G) . 
Let g € Q ' /b(Q)/ S 3 and b(~) = bp(g) fo~ some prime p . 
Let G € b(Q) . Then G € b*(G) by Lemma 5.26. Suppose ~(G) ~ 3. It 
is clear that only two primes divide /G/, p and q say. For, suppose 
p,q,r divide /GI , then (G,E(q/p) ,E(r/p) ,Zp) c b(Q) by Theorem 5.2. 
Next, let K € Stab(G) and Q € Syl (K) . Now G cannot have a quotient q . 
isomorphic with Z since G € b*(G) by Remark 6.7. Thus, Q ~ F(K) P . 
since 2(G) > 2. However, Z(Q) centralizes F(K) = Oq(K) , hence 
Z{Q) S F(K) by Lemma 1.2. Therefore y.(Q) ~ 2. It follows that some , 
(G,Q)-pass group, T say, has Yq{T) ~ 2. Therefore (G,T,E(q/p),Zp) 
oS b(Q) . Agai.n, this contradicts Ib(Q) I S 3. Therefore c(Q) c ~ • 
The situation where c(Q) c ~ is covered by Lemma 6.9 and results 
I 
in b(Q) taking on one of the forms (1),{2),(3) or (4) ... ·We now assume 
yq(K) >. 1 for some prime q f p. Then Yq(K) = 2, otherwise some 
(G,Z2(O~{K)))-pass group, T say, has yq(T) = 2, but, by Theorem 5.2, 
r •. 
(G,T,E(q/p),Zp) oS b{~) gives the usual contradiction.· 
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Suppose there i,s a prim'e r f {q,p} .which divides IKI . Then , 
(G,E(r/p),E(q/p),Zp) ~b(Q) . Therefore K is a q-group with class 
2. If K has exponent greater than q, we have (G,[V].Z 2~E(q/P)'Zp) 
q 
c· b(Q). Therefore K has exponent q. Also, Z(K} is cyclic by 
Corollary 1.11. Suppose now that .IKI >q3. Then, by Lemma 1.8, K 
has a subgroup, Y say, of order q3 with Yq(Y} = 2 and Z(Y) = Z(K) . 
Then some (G,Y)-pass group, T say, has yq(T) = 2, hence 
(G,T,E(q/p),Zp) S b(~) • We conclude that IKI = q3 , Z(K) ~ Zq , 
hence K is extraspecial and we have form (5). It follows from Lemma 
6.8 that, in this case, Q is special. 
The converse follows immediately from Proposition 6.3. 0 
Recall, that if b(~) is a Schunck boundary and G € b(~) , then 
b(~)\(G) is also a Schunck boundary. This is not ne~essarily true for 
Q-boundaries. We look at those b(Q)-groups, for Q € Q, for which 
b(Q)\(G) is a Q-boundary. 
(6.12) Definition 
For aD-class R, define the generating 
cZass of b(Q) , denoted g(Q), by: 
.. 
g(Q) = (G € b(Q) G ~ p(H)\(H) for all H € b(Q)) 
We call any element of ~(Q) a generator. 
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(6.13) Lemma 
For a D-class ~ with finite boundary, g(E) is the unique 
class of b(~)-groups, B, for which b*(B) = b(~) and for any 
R € ~, b*(E\(R)) f b(~) . 
Proof Let B E b(~) satisfy b*(B) = b(~) b~t b*(B\R) f b(Q) for 
any R € B. Le t G € 9 (~). The n, if G ~ B, we have G € P (B) , 
since b*(~) = b(R). Therefore G Ep(H) for some H E b(R)\(G) 
and hence G ~ g(~) . Thus, we have shown g(~) E ~. Suppose 
B # g(R)· Let S E ~\g(Q). Sl~ nee S ~ g(Q) , we ~have S E p(T)\(T) 
for some T € b(~) . We may assume T € g(~) , otherwise we can replace 
S by T and repeat the argument. Therefore b*(B\(S)) = b(~) 
contrary to the restrictions imposed on B, hence g(Q) = B. 0 
(6.14) Definition 
Let G € g(R) for a Q-class ~. Call G a type I generator 
if b(~)\(G) is a Q-boundary, and a type II generator otherwise. 
Notice that type I generators always exist if Ib(~)1 is finite by 
Proposition 5.23. However (Zp.E(q/P).E(q2/p) ••.•••• ) is a 
Q-boundary with no generators at all. 
(6. 15 ) Example 
.. Let G be a polyprimitive group of type (2,3,5,7) and 
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H = E(3/5) ., Define a Q-c1ass R by b(R) = b*(G,H). It is 
clear that each of G and' H lies in b(R) and that each is in 
g(Q) • Since G is the unique group having maximal order in' b(Q) , 
- -
we have, by Proposition 5.23, that G is a type I generator. Now 
G has as a G-pass group a. po1yprimitive group of type (3,5,7), 
L say. Since L has a quotient isomorphic with H, we have 
L ~ b(~). However, L has no quotient in b(~)\ (H) , hence, if 
b(Q)\ (H) is a Q-boundary, we have L € b(Q)\ (H) , by Theorem 5.3. 
This contradiction shows H to be a type II generator. 0 
( 6 . 16 ) Lemma 
If G is a type II generator for a Q-boundary b(R) , then 
there is a b(R)-group, H, such that G € Q(T) for some 
T s S € Stab(H) • 
Proof Since G i.s a type II generator, b(Q)\(G) is not a D-
boundary, however, it is a Schunck boundary, b(~) say. Since ~ i Q ' 
we conclude, from Theorem 5.2, that for some b(~)-group, L say, not 
all (L,~)~pass groups lie in b(~). Therefore, since G is a 
generator, there is a subgroup, M, of N € Stab(L) . such that' 
M € ~\~. Then M has a quotient isomorphic with G . 0 
(6.17). Lemma 
If Q is ii'specia1 Q-c1ass, then b(Q) only has type I 
ge nera tors. 
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Proof Suppose G is a type II generator for b(R). Let H be 
the Schunck class with boundary b(R)\(G) . Then ~ is not aD-class. 
Therefore, by Theorem 5.2 there is a b(~)-group, H say, with not 
all (H,~)-pass groups lying in b(~). Let R be such a pass group 
of smallest order and let S E Stab(R). Then' R € ~. Now R € a(Q) 
by Theorem 5.3 and R t b(Q)\(G) . Since G is a generator, R f G . 
Hence R € a(~)\b(g). Therefore S € ~\g and so G € Q(S) . 
Now R € p(H) implies that R has a quotientR(Neb*(H) £ a(~) . 
Suppose N > 1. Now R/N - b*(H} ~ p(H} and so R/N is an (H,J)-
pass group for some subgroup J of a stabilizer of H.' However 
.1 
R/N € ~ and so R/N is an (H,X)-pass group where X € Proj~(J) . 
Thus R/N is an (H,~)-pass group. By choice of R we have 
R/N E: b(~). This contradiction yields N =' 1 and R € b*(H) . 
It follows from Lemma 5.26 that R € b*(R) . Now R € a(R)\b(Q) 
yields that ~ is not special by Theorem 6.5. Therefore b(R) has 
no type I I ge nera tors. 0 
We now lay some foundations for our main result concerning 
Q-c1asses with constant' depth. Recall that a D-class ~ has constant 
depth n if each chain of D-classes from ~ to ~ can be refined 
to give one of length ,n . 
( 6 • 18 ) Lemma 
If R is a D-c1ass with constant depth n, then Ib(R)1 ~ n . 
. ', . 
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Proof We suppose on the contrary that Ib(~) I > n. By Corollary 
5.24, there is a D-boundary, b(~) say, of size n contained in 
- -n 
b(Q). Similarly there is a Q-boundary, b(~n-l) say, of si,ze n-l 
contained in b(~n). Repeating this prov,ides us with a proper chain 
of Q-boundaries ~ = b(~O) c b(~l) c •••• c b(~n) c b(~) . This 
yields the corresponding proper chain of D-classes 
~ » ~l » ••••• » ~n »R with length n+l · This contradicts 
the hypothesis that D has constant depth n and so we conclude that 
Ib(g) I ~ n. D 
We see later that in fact w~ must have equality here, but this 
requires much more work. 
( 6 • 1 9 ) L emna 
Let g and Q be D-classes with b(g) ~ b(R) and such that 
g does not have constant depth j for any j s n-l . Then~ cannot 
have constant depth" n . 
Proof Suppose Q has constant depth n. Since b(g) c b(R) , there 
is a D-maximal chain C from ~ to g. Because g does not have 
constant depth j for any j ~ n-l , either ther~ are D-chains from 
g to ~ with length at least n and so, when taken ~i~h C these 
give rise to Q-chains from R to ~ with length at least n+l , or 
there are D-maximal chains of differing l~ngths from g to ~. In 
the second case, such chains joined with C yield D-maximal chains from 
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Q to ~ with differing lengths. In either case therefore we have 
a contradiction of R having constant depth n. 0' 
Our next aim is to obtain a characterization of meet-irreducible 
D-c1asses similar to that for Schunck classes in Proposition 3.10. 
(6.20) Propos i ti on 
Let ~ be a Q-class with finite boundary. Then R is meet-
irreducible in Q if and only if Ig(Q)1 = 1 or Q = ~ . 
Proof Let T be a type I gen,~rator for b(R). Define a D~c1ass 
by b(~) = b(R)\(T). Since T E b(Q) , we have T E b*(T) by Lemma 
5.26. Let ! = (h(T))O. ~e show Q = r A ! . 
Now b(I A !) = b*(b*(T) u b(!)) by Proposition 5.14. Then 
b(~) = b(!) u (T) s b(~) u b*(T) s a(J A!) by Lemma 5.10, hence 
R » I A ~. However b*(T) s a(Q) by Theorem 5.3 and so J» Q · 
Clearly ~» R and hence I A ~ » R. Therefore ~ = ! A ! . 
Now T f a(~) since b(R) is a boundary and so T has no quotient 
in b(~). Therefore I >1> ~ · 
Suppose Ig(R)1 > 1 and let B € g(Q)\(T) . We show B f a(!) 
If B E a(!) , then B has a quotient in b*(~) s a(~) . Now B € b(R) 
yields B € b*(T) and so, in particular, we have B € ·p(T) . This contra-
dicts B E g(R) , hence B t a(!) . Therefore ~ >I>! and so Q is 
., 
meet-reducible. 
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Sup po s e now th at' g ( ~ )\ = 1 .'. Th en b ( ~ ) = b * ( T ) for T € g ( ~ ) 
by Lemma 6.13. We assume ~ is meet-'reducib1e and obtain a contradiction. 
Let D = X A Y for D-c1asses X and Y each distinct from D. Then 
== = - = = = 
b(Q) = b*(b(Q) U b(~)) by Proposition 5.14. Now T € b(Q) implies that 
T € p(b(~) U b(~)). Let G € b(Q) U b(~) be such that T € p(G) 
Without loss of generality we assu~e that. G is a b(~)-group. Then 
G € b*(G) by Lemma 5 .26 a~d (h(G))O» Q by Proposi tion 5.9. Now 
T € p(G) and so b(g) = b*(T) £ p(T) £ p(G) £ a(h(G)O) by Lemma 5.10. 
Therefore ~» (h(G))O » ~. However ~» D and ~o ~ = g. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Notice that, from Lemma 2.37 and Proposition 3.10, we have: 
A Schunck class ~ is uniquely determined by the meet-irreducible 
Schunck classes strongly containing it. 
We now produce the analogous result for D-cla.sses. 
(6.21) Proposition 
AD-class" ~ is uniquely determined by the meet irreducible 
Q-c1asses strongly containing it. 
Proof Let. b(~) = (81,B2, .....• ). Since Bi € b(Q) , we have 
° . ° B. € b*(B.) by Lemma 5.26. Therefore g'(h(B.) ) = (B.). Hence h(B1·) 1 1 1 1 
is a meet irreducible Q-class by Proposition 6.20. ~ince Bi € b(~) , , 
it follows that h(Bi »> ~. Now Proposition 5.9 yields h(Bi)O» Q • 
° ' ° .. Thus .. i h(B i ) »Q. Let G be an i h(B i ) -group. Then G € h(B i ) 
for each i sinc~' h(B i ) » h(Bi)O » ~ h(Bj)O. Therefore G has no 
J ° quotient in b(Q) and so is a .Q-group. Thus Q = i h(Bi ). 0 
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§7. ·Sing1e chained D-c1asses. 
(7.1) Definition 
AD-class R" will be called single chained if there is only 
one chain of D-classes from Q to ~ which is maximally refined. 
We obtain a boundary characterization of these Q-classes and 
then give examples of such classes with constant depth n for any 
n € fi. First we need two results which will playa key part in the 
proof of the main theorem in §8 . 
•• 
(7.2) Lemma 
If R is a special D-c1ass with Ib(Q)1 = n , then D has 
constant depth n. 
Proof We use induction on the size of the boundary of R. If Ib(R)1 = 1 
and g is special, it is clear that R has constant depth one. 
Let Ib(~)1 = n and assume the result is true for all special 
D-c1asses with boundaries of size less than n . By Corollary 5.24, 
there is aD-class X with X» D and 
= = = 
Ib(~) I = n-1 . Now R is 
special and hence ! is special by Lemma 6.2. Therefore by our 
induction hypothesis ~ has constant depth n-1 . 
Suppose Q» X »R for rED. Then Xis special by Lemma 
6.2. Since Ib{Q)l = n-l and Ib(R)1 = n, we must have ~ = Q or 
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Y = Q because b(~) ~ b(Y) ~ b(~). Therefore ~ is D-maximal in 
- - - - - -
~ and hence there is a maximal refined chain of D-classes from ~ 
to ~ of leng~h n. 
It is clear that all D-maximal D-chains have lengths at most n, 
since Ib(~)1 = nand Q is special. Suppose one such chain has 
length less than n, ~« ~l « •••• « ~t = ~ say, with t < n . 
Then we may assume Ib(~l)1 = n-l by Proposition 5.23. Now ~l is 
speci a 1 by Lemma 6.2, and s.o ~l has cons tant depth n-1 by our 
induction hypothesis. Therefore ~l « : ••• « ~t = ~ is not a D-
-
maximal chain. Therefore all D-maximal D-chains from D to S 
""Tf' ... 
have length n and hence D has constant depth n . 0 
(7.3) Proposition 
If ~ be a D-class with constant depth n Qnd \ b(~)\-=f') .. · 
then Q is special. 
Proof Suppose ~ is not special. Then there is a group G in 
a(R}\b(Q} with G € b*(G) ~ a(R) , by Theorem· 6.5. Take such a G 
of least o~der. Let H € b*(G) . Then, if H # G, we have IHI < IGI 
Theorem 5.3 shows H € a(Q) and since H € b*(G} , it follows from 
Lemma 5.26 that H € b*(H). Now minimality of IGI yields H € b(R) 
and hence b*(G)\(G). ~ b(R) . By Proposjtion 5.23, b*(G)\(G} is a D-
boundary since G is the unique group having maximal order in b*(G} . 
" , 
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Then, by "LeMMa.. ; 5.26, (b*(G)\(G)) u· (B1, ... ,B i ) is a Q-boundary, 
b(~i) say, for i = l, •.. ,t. If b(~i-l) u (G) is a Q-boundary 
and G has no quotient isomorphic with B. , 
1 then b(~i) u (G) is 
a Q-boundary. Choose i such that G has a quotient isomorphic 
with Bi+1 but Q(G) n (B1, ... ,B i ) = <I> • Then G t ~i+l but 
G € a(R)\b(R). Therefore, if K € Stab(G) , then K has a quotient 
isomorphic with B.+1 . Let T € ProjH. (K). Then ITI < IKI 1 =1+1 
Let R be a (G,T)-pass group. Then R has a quotient in b*(G) 
but T € ~i+l and so T has no quotient in b*(G)\(G) ~ b(~i+1) . 
Furthermore, since ITI < /G/ ," Q(T) n b*(G) = <I> and hence R € b*(G) 
Now IRI < IGI hence R € b(~i+l) • Therefore G € a(~i+l) by Lemma 2.24. Define 
~; by b(~;) = b(~j) u (G) for j = 1, .... ,i , 50 ~; € D. Since 
G G b(~i) ~ a(~i+l) we have ~i+l <f< ~i • We now have a proper Q-chain 
of length t+l: 
~> ~t = ~ · 
. 
Now /b*(G)\(G))I= n-t and so, by Corollary 5.24, there is a proper 
Q-chain of length n-t from h(b*(G)\(G)) to S. Taken together with 
I 
the above chain we obtain a Q-chain of length n+1 from Q to ~ . 
This contradicts our hypothesis that Qo has constant depth n. 0 
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( 7 • 4 ) Th eo rem 
A D-c1ass ~ is single chained if and only if b(~) = (B1, ... ,Bn) 
and b*(B i ) = (B i ,B i+1, ... Bn) for i = 1,2, ... ,n where 
IB11 ~ IB21 ~ ••••• ~ IBnl 
Proof Let b(g) be as described. " The result is clearly true for n = 1 . 
We use induction on the size of b(~). Assume the result "is true for 
all D-c1asses of this form with at most n-1 elements in their 
boundaries. Therefore h(b*(B2)) is single chained with constant 
depth n-1 . By Proposition 7.3 h(b*(B2)) is special. Then ~ is 
special by Lemma 6.8. Now Ib(R') I = n, so ~ has :constant depth n 
by Lemma 7.2. Since 2 is special, if ~ is D-maxima1 in aD-class 
~, then b(~) = b(~)\(R) for some type I generator R. Suppose 
R f B1 . Then B1 € b(~) and ~ € 0 so b*(B1) s a(~) by Lemma 5.7. 
Therefore b(~) s a(~) S a(2) and so ~ = ~. This contradiction shows 
~ is single chained. 
Conversely, let Q be single chained with constant depth n. The 
result is true for n = 1 • We use induction on the depth of ~ to 
prove the resul t. Since Q is single chained b(g). can only have one 
type I generator, B1 say. Let Rl = h(b(~) \ (B l ))· ~l is single 
chained since Q is, and therefore b(Rl ) has at most one type I 
generator, B2 say. By induction b(~l) = (B2,····,Ht+1) where ~l 
has depth t ~ n-1 and b*(B i ) = (Bi'Bi+l' .•.. ,B·t+1) for i = 2,3, .. ,t+1 . 
Now, b(Q) = b (Q) for some prime p, otherwise (Z,Z) c b(Q) by 
- p-... " p q -
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Theorem 5.2 for distinct primes p and q but then ~» gP » ~ 
and ~» Qq »~ cannot be refined to the unique maximally refined 
D-chain from D to ~. 
Suppose g has a type II generator, B~ say. Then B~ is a 
genera tor for R1. However, ~1' has jus t one genera tor B2 · 
Therefore B~ = B2 . Now b*(B2) = b(~l) = b(~)\(B1) henc,e 
IB21 ~ IBi l for i = 2,3, .••• ,t+1 • By Lemma 6.16, there is a sub-
group S of a stabilizer K1 of B1 having a quotient isomorphic 
with B2 . Let T = F(K1).S. Then F(K1) ,s F(T) • Now 0p(T) 
centralizes 0p.(F(T)) and henc1e F(K1) because poi IF(K1)( · 
Therefore 0p (T) S C'K1 (F(K1)) S F(K1) = 0p' (F(K1)) , hence 0p (T) = 1 · 
Therefore T/F(T) has a quotient isomorphic with B2 . By Lemma 1.29 
there is a (B1,T)-pass group, A say, with Sylow q-subgroups of , 
greater class than those of B2 for some prime 'q ~ p'. Therefore, 
by Theorem 5.3, there is a b(R)-group, Al 'say, with Sylow q-subgroups 
., 
'of greater class than those of B2 . Now A1 appears as a ((B1,T)-pass 
group)-pass group and, since B1 has no quotient isomorphic with B2 
whereas T has, we have T I K1 hence IA1 I s'lAI < IB11 . Therefore 
Al € b(R1) = b*(B2). In particular Al is a B2-pass gro~p and so it 
cannot have Sylow q-supgroups of greater class than those of B2 · 
This contradiction gives b(Q) = b*(B1) and concludes the proof. 0 
Now we have the promised examples of ' Q-classes with constant 
depth n for any" n € }j • 
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( 7 .5) Examp 1 e 
Let Hi be a cyclic q-group of order qi for i = 0,1, .. n-1 . 
Let V. be a faithful and irreducible GF(p).H.-modu1e and G. = [V.JH .. 
1 1 1 1 1 
Let Ri = (h(Gi))O: Then b(Ri )\(Gi ) = b(Ri -1)' Now Ro = h (Zp) = gP 
is special and therefore each Ri is special by Lemma 6.8., In particular, 
Rn-l is special and Ib(Rn-1)1 = n, therefore Rn-l has constant 
depth n by Lemma 7.2. 0 
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§8. Q-c1ass with constant depth. 
Here we present our main result concerning D-classes, a 
characterization of those D-classes with constant depth in terms 
of their avoidance classes. 
(8.1) Lemma 
If aD-class D has constant depth n for some n E ~ , 
then b(R) = bp(R) for some prime p . 
• 1 
Proof This follows immediately from E)(omple 4--5. o· 
The following two results will be used in eliminating a possible 
counterexample to our main theorem. 
(8.2) Proposition 
Let ~ be a Q-class with constant depth n and suppose that 
(*) holds.for all m < n. Then b{Q) only has generators of type I. 
(*): A D-class ~ has constant depth m if and only if ~ 
is special and Ib(~)1 = m • 
Proof Let ~ be as described. We first· handle the case where b(Q) 
has more than one type I-ge.nerator. 
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Suppose b{Q) has a type II-generator, J say. Let H be 
a b{Q}-group such that J appears as a quotient of some subgroup 
of a stabilizer of H (H exists by Lemma 6.16). Let G be a 
generator for b(~) having H as a G-pass group. Let A be a 
type. I-generator distinct from G. Then b(Q)\(A) is a Q-boundary, 
b(~) say. Now (H,J) ~ b(~) ~ b(~) and so J is a type II-generator 
for b(~) Since ~» ~, we have that ~ has constant depth r 
for some r < n. T~en by (*) it follows that ~ is special. 
Therefore all generators of b(~) are of type I by Lemma 6.17. In 
particular this contradicts the,tfact that J is a type II generator 
for b{~) . 
We now assume that b(Q) has just one type I-generator, A say. 
Again we suppose that b{Q} has a type II-generator J and look for 
a contradiction. Let Hand G be as before. Then t{G) ~ ~{H} >' t{J} 
and Yq(G) ~ yq(H) ~ Yq(J) for all primes q. Since A is the only 
type I-generator, we have t(A) ~ t{B) and Yq(A) ~ Yq{B) for all 
b(~)-groups B and all primes q. 
Suppose there exists a group R in a{Q)\b{Q) such that t~e only 
b{Q)-grou~' appearing as a quotient of R is A. In other words 
R € h{b{Q)\{A)). Let, D € ProjQ{S) for. S € Stab{R). Since Q has 
constant depth n, we have b{Q) = bp{Q} for some prime p by 
Lemma B.1. We now apply Lemma 4.1 to see that some b(~)-group has 
Sylow q-subgroups with class greater than Yq(A) for some prime q 
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distinct from p. Therefore some generator for b(~) must have 
Sylow q-subgroups of class greater than yq(A). This contradiction 
allows us to assume that no such group R exists. 
Let b(~) = b(~)\(A). Then ~ is a D-class and we show that 
~ is D-maximal in ~. Suppose not, then there exists aD-class 
! with ! >1> ! >1> D Then b(!) c a(!) c a{~).. If B is a 
b{!)-group, then B has a quotient, BIN say, in b(X). In turn 
BIN has a quotient in b(~) Since B € b(~) and b(~) is a 
boundary, we have N = 1 and B € b(X). Therefore b(!) c b{~) c a{~) . 
If T € b(!)\b(!), then the only b(~)-group appearing as a quotient 
of T is A, since b(X) is a boundary. We have already seen 
that such a group cannot exist. Therefore no such D-class ! exists 
and so Q is D-maximal in ~. Then ! must have constant depth 
n-l • Now (*) yields Ib(!)1 = n-l and so Ib(Q)1 = n. Applying 
Proposition 7.3 gives that R is special and the final contradiction 
comes from Lemma 6~17. 0 
(B.3) Lemma 
Suppose n is minimal subject to there being a Q-class, Q 
say, with constant depth n and having a boundary consisting of less 
than n isomorphism classes. Then 
(i).. b{Q) has only generators of type I. 
(ii) For each generator H, there is a group G € a(Q}\b(Q} 
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having a quotient isomorphic with H and satisfying G € b*(G) . 
Furthermore, if G is chosen minimally with respect to .these 
properties, then g(Q)\(H) E b*(G) . 
. Proqf Let Q be as above with I b(~)1 = r < n • 
(i) It follows by the minima1ity of n and Lemma 6.18 that 
if m < n and ~ is a Q-c1ass with constant depth m, then 
Ib(~)1 = m. Then Proposition 7.3 and Lemma 6.19 together show 
that ~ is special. Now the conditions of Proposition 8.2 are 
satisfied and we conclude that all b(~) generators are of type I . 
•• 
(ii) Let H be a generator for b(Q). Then by (i) H is 
type I. Therefore b(~)\(H) is a Q-boundary, b(~) say. Now 
Ib(~)l = r-1 and so from the choice df ~ we conclude that ~ has 
constant depth r-1. Consider a Q-maxima1 refinement of the chain 
~ » ~ »Q • There exists a Q-c1ass X with ~ >;> r >;> D and 
hence b(~) c a(X.) c a(R) ~ Let B be a b(~)-group. Then B has 
a quotient in b(X) which in turn has a quotient in b(Q) . Since 
b(R) is a boundary, we have B € b(r). Therefore b(~) c b(r) 
Let G €~(X)\b(~). Since b(r) is a boundary and G € a(Q)\b(Q) , 
we conclude that G has a quotient isomorphic with H. Since 
, 
G € b(r) , we have G € b*(G) by Lemma 5.26 . 
.. We now choose G minimally such that G has a quotient isomorphic 
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with H, G E a(Q)\b(Q) and G E b*(G) . Suppose there is a 
generator T distinct from H with T ~ b*(G). Consider an 
h(b(Q)\(T))-projector L of K E Stab(G) • By Theorem 5.3, all 
(G,L)-pass groups lie in a(Q). Now T does not appear as a 
G-pass group otherwise T would have a proper quotient in b*(G) c a(~) 
and hence a proper quotient in b(~) contrary to the definition of a 
boundary. Suppose all (G,L)-pass groups lie in b(~) . Then 
G E a(h(b(~)\(T)))\(b(~)\(T)) by Lemma 2.24 and so h(b(~)\(T)) 
is not special by Theorem 6.5. We already have'by (i) that 
h(b(R)\(T)) is special. Therefore some (G,L)-pass group, R say, 
must lie in a(Q)\b(Q). By th~ choice of G, we have H ~ p(G) 
and hence H ~ p(R). Let S E Stab(R) and let J be an 
h(b(Q)\(H))-projectar of S. Let A be an (R,J)-pass group. 
Suppose that A ~ b(Q). Then A has a quotient isomorphic with 
H and A E a(Q)\b(Q). By the minimal choice of G, we have 
A ~ b*(A). Therefore A has a proper quotient,. C say, in b*(A) · 
Now b*(A) c a(Q) ··so C has a quotient isomorphic to H since 
C E Q(J) ~ h(b(Q)\(H)). Then C Ea(Q)\b(Q) and C has a proper 
quotient isomorphic with H. Also, since C E·b*(A) it follows 
from Lemma' 5.26 that C E b*{C). This contradicts the choice of G 
and hence we may assum~ that all (R,J)-pass groups lie in b{Q) 
Since H ~ p{R) it follows that R E a(h{b{Q)\{H)))\{b{Q)\(H)) · 
Furthermore T f p(G) implies that T ¢ p(R) and hence T ¢ b*{R) 
• by Lemma 2.24. Suppose R f b*{R) '. Then R has a proper quotient, 
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B say, in b*(R) S a(~). Now Lemma 5.26 shows that B € b*(B) 
and B € p(R) . Since h(b(Q)\(H)) is a Q-class, we have 
B € a(h(b(Q)\(H)))\(b(~)\(H)) by Theorem 5.3 since T € (Q-l)(B) . 
Now we have that h(b(Q)\(H)) is not special by Theorem 6.5 contrary 
to what we have already established in (i). There~ore R € b*(R) . 
Now since R € a(h(b(~)\(H)))\(b(Q)\(H)) we have h(b(~)\(H)) is 
not special by Theorem 6.5 and (i) is contradicted once again. This 
, contradiction completes the proof. 0 
As promised earlier we now prove a stronger version of Lemma 6.18. 
It 
(8.4 ) Theorem 
If Q is a Q-class with constant depth n in Q, then 
Ib(~)1 = n . 
Proof The result is true if Q has constant depth one by Lemma 6.18. 
We suppose the result is false and choose Q such that Q has constant 
depth nand Ib(R)1 f n and moreover n is minimal for such a class 
to exist. By Lemma 6.18 we have Ib(R)) < n and b(~) = bp(~) .for 
some prime" 'p by Lemma 8.1. 
Let I = (T € g(Q). : R,(T) = max{R,(G) : G € -b(Q)}) and 
~ = (G € (a(~)\b(Q)) : G has a quotient in I' a~d G € b*(G)) 
Then ~ f $ by Lemma 8.3. Let G be of minimal order in ~ and 
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let T be a I-quotient of G. Let ~ = ~(T)-l • Then by choice 
of ~ and Lemma 8.3 we have g(R)\(T) S b*(G) • Let K € Stab(G) 
and X € PrOjg(K) . Lemma 4.1 yields that L~_l(T)/L~(T) is a 
q-group for some pri"me q distinct from p and also that there 
exists a b(R)-group having Sylow' q-subgroups with class greater 
than yq(T) . We establish some properties of G. 
(1) 2(G) = ~+3, and Q(G} n b(R} = (T) 
Let H £ Proj ~t+l (K) a~d J = F(K).H. Since 0p(K) = 1 
and F(K) S F(J) , if pIIF(J) I, then Z(O (J)) centralizes F(J) 
, P 
Proof 
and hence F(K). Therefore Z(Op(J)) S F(K) by Lemma 1.2. Thus 
Z(Op(J)) = 1 and hence, Op(J) = 1 . Since T € Q(G) and 
~(T) = ~+l , we have T € Q(H) and hence T € Q(J) . Let 
L € Projh(b(~)\(T))(J). Then F(K) S Land L has a quotient 
isomorphic with T· but no other b(R)-quotients. ,Then if E is 
the formation given by ~ = (S€~ : [H/KJ Auts(H/K) I T for all 
p-chief factors H/K of S), there is a (G,L)-pass group, R"say, 
with' R/F(R) t ~ since L ~ F. Now R/~(R) € Q(L) S h(b(Q)\(T)) · 
Theorem 5.3 yields that R € a(~). Since ~(J) S ~+2 and 
T € Q(J/F(J)) we have ~(J) = ~+2 and so ~(R) = ~+3. Furthermore 
Q(R) n b(~) = (T) . 
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We show R € b*(R) and then the minima1ity of G yields 
G = R hence proving (1). Because G € b*(G) and T € Q(G) , 
we have T 4 b*(G). If T € p(G), then T has a proper quotient 
isomorphic with a b*(G)-group but b*(G) S a(R) and so T has a 
proper quotient in b(Q) giving a contradiction of T € b{~) since 
b(~) is a Schunck boundary. Thus T t p{G) and so T t p{R) by 
Lemma 2.13. In particular, T t b*(R) . 
Suppose R 4 b*(R). Then R has a proper quotient in 
b*(R) S a(Q). In this case let Q be a b*{R)-quotient of R. 
Then F(Q) is a p-group and S0 Q € Q(R/F2(R)) S h(b(Q)\(T)) 
Also Q € a(R) since b*(R) S a(Q). Hence T € (Q-1)(Q) and so 
1(Q) ~ 1(T) + 2 = 1+3. This contradicts· 1(R) = 1+3 and 
Q € Q (R/F2(R)) and so R € b*(R) . lhus (1) is proved. 
Let Xq be a Sylow q-subgroup of X." Set d = max{yq(B) 
B € b(R)} and write r for rd (Xq). Thus r ~ Z(Xq) . By 
Lemma 4.1 we have ·'Y (T) ~ d-1. It follows from Lemma 8.3 that q 
Yq(G) = d since g(Q)\{T) S b*{G) and hence r F 1 
(2) r:$ F(K) 
Proof We suppose r ~ F(K) and obtain a contradiction. Suppose 
there exists a" (G,X)-pass group R with yq(R) = d '. Then 
R € b(Q) and R/F(R) is isomorphic wi th ,X/C for some normal 
.. 
subgroup C of X. Therefore 
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rc/c ~ F(K)C/C ~ F(X)C/C ~ F(X/C) ~ F(R/F(R)) = F2(RlIF(R) 
a nd h~ nce Y q ( R/ F 2 ~ R)) ::;; d -1 . 
. Let B € g(Q) satisfy yq(B) = d. Then B l' T. We show 
that B is a (G,X)-pass group .. Set ~ = h(b(Q)\(B)). Since 
B € g(Q)\(T) E b*(G) E p(G) and B/F(B) € ~, we may vie~ B as 
a (G,U)-pass group .for some ~-subgroup U of K. Let 
V € ProjQ(U) . Then B is a (G,V)-pass group. Now Q € Q 
implies that Y ~ Xg for some 9 € K and so B is a «G,Xg)-pass 
group)-pass group. However B ~is a generator and all (G,Xg)-pass 
groups lie in b(~) hence B is a (G,Xg)-pass group and so also 
a (G,X)-pass group. 
The arguments above now yield yq(B/F2(B)) ~ d-1. By Lemma 
8.3 there is a group, E say, in a(Q)\b(~) with B € Q(E) and 
E € b*(E). Let J € Stab(E). By Lemma 4.1 there exists a prime 
rip for which yr(M) > yr(B) for some b(Q)-group' M. Thus 
r I q • Let 0 € ProjQ(J) . We show yq(O/F(O)) = d . 
We know that r centralizes Xq • If r::;; F(O), then r 
centralizes F(J) since F(J)::;; F(O). Therefore r::;; F(J) by 
Lemma 1.2. Then Y (JiF(J)) < d but B appears as a quotient of q . 
J/F(J) and Y (B) = d. This contradiction yields r $ F(O) and 
.. q 
so Y (O/F(O)) = Y (0) = d • Now 0 € RO' (stabilizers of (E,O)-q q 
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pass groups) by Corollary 2.27. Therefore there is an (E,D)-
pass group, A say, with~q(A/F2(A)) = d. Let R be a generator 
for b(~) with A E p(R). Then yq(R/F2(R)) = d . Now R·~ T 
since yq(T) ~ d-1 . We have already established that R is a 
(G,X)-pass group and hence y (R/F2(R)) ~ d-l. This contradiction q . 
completes the proof of (2). 
Proof We suppose that r ~ F2(K) and ar~ive at a contradiction. 
Set ~ = rX.F(K). Now F(K) d X . and so ~ is a riormal subgroup 
of. X. Since F2(K) ~ ~ we have ~(~) ~ 2. Now 
[~/F(K), 0p(K/F(K))J ~ 0q(K/F(K)) n 0p(K/F(K)) = F(K)/F(K). It 
follows from (1) that K/F(K) = 0p(K/F(K)).X/F(K) . Since 
~/F(K) ~ X/F(K) we conclude that ~/F(K) ~ K/F(K) and therefore 
~ ~ K .' Now F(~) char ~ ~ K implies that F(a) ~ F(K) < ~ and so 
~(~) = 2 
Let V be a ~-composition factor of F(G) and set C = C~(V) , 
X . X 
so C ~ ~ . Suppose r ~ C. Then, since ~ = r F(K) , we have 
. 
~(~/C) ~ ~(F(K)) = 1 and hence L(~) ~ C. Now L(~) char ~ ~ K 
and so L(~) g K. Si~ce L(~) is a normal, nilpotent subgroup of K, 
we have L(~) ~ F(K) and hence Op(L(~)) = 1 . Applying Clifford1s 
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theorem (1.13), we see that L(A) acts non-trivially on every 
A-composition factor of" F(G). Therefore L(A) acts non-trivially 
on every X-composition factor of F(G). It follows that r~ acts 
non-trivially on every X-composition factor of F(G) , and then so 
must r . Thus every (G,X)-pass group has Sylow q-subgroups of 
class d. 
Since t(X) = 1(T)-1 and X has a quotient isomorphic with 
T/Lt(T), the fact that Lt _1(T)/Lt (T) is a q-group implies 
that q divides ILt_l(X)1 and hence 0q(Lt _1(X)) -f 1. Therefore 
0q(L t _1(X)) must act non-trivi,pl1y on some X-composition factor, 
"V say, of F(G). Set S = [V] X/CX(V). Therl S is a b(Q)-group 
satisfyi ng 
(a) t(S) = t(T) 
(b) q d i v i de s (L t- 1 (S) / L t ( S) \ 
(c) Yq(S) = d . __ 
If S is a generator for b(Q) having S as an S-pass group, then 
S mu s tal so sat i sf Y ( a ), (b) and (c). 
Let ~ be the Schunck class with boundary b(R)\(S) . Then ~ 
is a Q-c1ass by Lemma,B.3. We show that Q is maximal in ~ 
Suppose Q is a Q-class satisfying Q <-f< ~ <1< ~ •• Then 
b(~r ~ a(~) i a(Q) and since b(~) 1 b(Q) we have b(~) 1 b(Q} 
.. , ' 
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appealing to the fact that b(Q) is a boundary. Now any 
(b(~)\b(~))-group must have .a quotient isomorphic with ~ . Then 
by Lemma 4.1 there exists a b(~)-group having Sylow q-subgroups 
of class at least d+l . This contradicts the choice of d and 
hence the above situation cannot occur. Thus ~ is maximal in ~. 
Therefore ~ has constant depth n-1 , and so Ib(~)( = n-1 by 
the choice of n. This gives Ib(Q)1 = n and we have a contradiction 
of the choice of Q. This completes "the proof of (3). 
(4) The Final Contradiction 
. . 
We summarise some of the properties of G . 
(i) G E a(Q)\b(Q) 
(ii) t+l s t(G) s t+3 
(iii) If X E Projg(G) , then t(X) = t and q divides ILt_l(X)1 
(iv) Yq(G/F3(~)) = d 
(v) G/F3(G) E Q . 
We now assume that G is a group with minimal order such that 
(i)-(v) ar~" ~atisfied. 
Case I: There is a normal subgroup N of K such that KIN E b(Q) 
and r s N . 
Let B be a b(Q)-group isomorphic. with KIN and let MIN be 
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a p-chief factor of K corresponding to F(B) . Let YIN 
complement M/N in K/N. Let Yq € Sy1q(Y) . Then, since IK:YI 
is a power of p, we have Y € Sy1 (K) . By (v) we have q q 
K = Y.F2(K) since Y contains a Q-projector, X, of K . Let 
r = rd (Xq) for some Xq € Sylq(X) • Therefore rY ,; l ,; r~ F2(K) g K • 
KY' 
and so r s r .(F2(K)nN) s Y. From (iv) we have that 
R,(rK) > 2 . 
Now rK s rY(F2(K)nN) implies that R,(r
Y(F2(K)nN)) > 2. Set 
Y . j = R,(r (F2(K)nN))-1 and Lj = Lj (r
Y
.(F2(K)nN)) . Notice that since 
Y . 
r .F2(K) ~ K and N ~ K we have rY(F2(K)nN) ~ K and hence Lj ~ K . 
Also Lj ~ Y. Applying C1ifford ' s Theorem (1.13), to Lj we see that 
Lj acts non-trivially on each Lj-composition factor of F(G) since 
Lj ~ K and Lj € ~ imply that Lj S F(K) and so Lj is not a p-group. 
Therefore Lj acts non-trivially on every V-composition factor of 
F(G) . Let V be any V-composition factor of F(G) . Set C = Cy(V) · 
~ rY(F (K)nN)C Y 
Then C/C # L. C/C = L.( 2 ) and so R,(r.(F2(K)nN)C/C) > 2 . J J C 
We prove that [VJ. (Y/C), which we denote by R, satisfies 
. 
yq(R/F(R) = d. Suppose not. Then rC/C s F2(Y/C) and so 
rYc/c·· s F2(Y/C) . However (F2(K)nN)C/C s F2(Y)C/C s F2(Y/C) . Thus 
• rY(FlK)nN)C/C ,; F2(y!C, and hence R.(r
Y(F2(K)nN)C/C)'; 2 . This 
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contradiction proves that R satisfies (iv). Now R is a (G,Y)-
pass group and so R E a(~) by Theorem 5.3. 
By (iii) we may conclude that some (Q,Y)-pass group R (now 
fixed) has a ~-projector RO with q dividing IL~_l(RO)1 . (Notice 
that RO ~ XC/C.) Thus R satisfies (iii) also. Since 
R/F3(R) EQ(G/F3(G)) " we have R/F3(R) E ~ by (v). Hence R 
satisfies (v). Trivially R satisfies (ii). To show R satisfies 
(i)-(v) it only remains to show that R t b(~) . 
Suppose R E b(Q) . Let P be a generator with R e p(P) 
Then PEl. and yq(P) = d . C-Je now appeal to Lemma 8.3(ii). Let 
W be an (a(~)\b(~))-group having a quotient isomorphic with P . 
Since q divides IL~_l(R)I, we have that q a1s~ divides IL~_l(P)1 
Now Lemma 4.1 gives that L~_l(P)/L~(P) is a q-group and that there 
is some b(~)-group with Sylow q-subgroups of class greater than d. 
This contradicts the definition of d and hence we may conclude that 
R E a(Q)\b(Q) . Th"erefore R satisfies (i)-(v) and IRI < IGI 
contrary to the choice of G. Thus Case I cannot occur. 
Case II : .If N 9 K and KIN E b(Q) , then r ~ N . 
Recall that F(K) 5 F(X) since IK:XI is a power of p and 
p 1 IF(K) I . Since 0q(X) is a non-trivial q-group (because 
ql IL~~l(X)I), we have that Z(Oq(X)) ~ 1 ~ow Oq(L~_l(X)) is a 
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non-trivial normal subgroup of 0q(X) and hence 
Z(Oq(X)) n Oq(L~_l(X)) fl. Furthermore Z(Oq(X)) n Oq(L~_l(X)) 
~ CX(F(X)) ~ CK(F(K)) ~ F(K) by Lemma 1'.2. Therefore 
LR.-1 (X) n Oq(K) fl. Therefore, writing L for LR.-1 (X) n 0qO<) , 
we have CK(L) ~ CK(Oq(K)) ~ or since r ~ Z(Xq) for Xq E Sylq(X) . 
Since Case I does not occur, we have K/CK(Oq(K)) E Q. Therefore 
Now L ~ X implies that L ~ K. Now by Clifford's Theorem (1.13) 
we see that L acts non-trivia'lly on every X-compo\ition factor of 
F(G) . Thus all (G,X)-pass groups have nilpotent length ~+1 and 
at least one, R say, must also have yq(R) = d. Since R E b(Q) , 
there exists a generator ~ for b(Q)· with R E p(~) . Then ~ 
clearly satisfies 
( a ) ~ ( ~ ) = R..+ 1 
(b) q divides 1LR._l(S)/LR.(S)I 
(c) yq(S) = d 
The arguments now follow as at the end of (3) to give our final 
contradiction. 0 
°This now gives us the following characterization of D-c1asses 
with ionstant depth. 
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(B.5) Theorem' 
AD-class Q has constant depth n if and only if 
Ib(~)1 = nand Q is special. 
Proof By 7.2, 7.3 and B.4. 0 
We now notice that no D-class can be n-maximal in ~'for n ~ 2 
(B.6) Lemma 
If U is a Schunck class and ~ <!< gP ,"then U is not 2-
maximal in H . 
Proof Since ~« gP, we have (Zp) = b(QP) c a(~) , and hence 
Zp € b(~). Let G be a b(~)-group distinct from Zp. Suppose" G 
is non-cyclic. Then, by Lemma 1.20, G ~ ~p is a primitive group 
and it is easy t? see that in fact G ~ Zp € a(~) Let ~ be the 
Schunck class with boundary (G ~ Zp,G) If G is cyclic, G ~ Zq 
say, then set ~ = h(E(p/q),G) · 
Now" .b(X) c a(~) and hence ~« X « h(G) «~ is a proper 
chain of Schunck classes of length 3 and so ~ is not 2-maxima1 
in H . 0 
(B.7) Corollary 
If Q is~a D-class and Q! gP for all primes p, then ~ 
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is not n-maximal in H for any n E ~ 
Proof If Q f QP for all primes p, then Ib(Q)1 ~ 2 by 
Theorem 5.3. Refine the chain ~» QP » Q, where p is chosen 
such that bp(Q) 1 ~ , to a maximal chain of Schunck classes. If 
Q is n-maximal in H for some n, then this chain must contain 
a Schunck class ~ such that ~« QP and ~ is 2-maximal in H 
However, no such ~ exists by Lemma 8.6 and so Q is not n-maximal 
in H . o .1 
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" §9. Minimal Schunck Classes 
We begin with a necessary and sufficient condition for a Schunck 
class to be minimal and then give some examples of some minimal Schunck 
classes. 
(9.1) Lemma 
A Schunck class ~ is minimal in ~ if and only if 
h(b'(b(~) u (G)))= I for every primitive ~-grQup G. 
tf 
Proof Let ~ be a minimal Schunck class and let G be any primitive 
tl-group. Let ~ = h(b I (b(~) u (G))}. Then b(~)u(G) ~ a(~) by 
Proposition 3.S. Now G i a(~) hence a(~) ~ a(~) . ,Therefore 
~ >1> ~ by Theorem 2.19. The minima1ity of tl now yields ~ = ! . 
Conversely, suppose tl is a Schunck class which is not minimal. 
Then there exist~ a Schunck class, ~ say, with ~» ~ » !. Then 
a(tl) ~ a(~) . We show that a(~) contains a primitive tl-group. 
Let G be minimal in (a(~)\a(tl)) . We first establish that 
G € b(~) ". If G € (a(~)\b(~)) , then G has a proper quotient, 
B say, in b(§) . Now IBI < IGI and so B € a(~) . Furthermore, if 
L € Pro j h(8) (S) for S € Stab(G) , then all (G,L)-pass groups 1 ie in 
a(~) by Lemma 2.23 since h(8»> ~. Hence all lie in a(tl) by 
the'minimalityof G. it follows from Lemma 2.25 that G € a(tl) . 
... . 
This contradiction gives G € b(~) .' 
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We now show that G E ~. If G i ~, then G has a b(~)­
quotient, T say. Now T E b(~) c a(~) and so T has a quotient 
in b(§) . Therefore, since G,p a(~) imp1 ies T f G, we have 
established that G has a proper b(§)-quQtient. This contradicts 
G E b(§) and so we conclude that G E ~ • 
Now a(~) I a(h(b'(a(~) u (G)))) ~ a(§) by Proposition·3.5 and 
Lemma 3.9(ii) since h(G»> ~ and ~» ~. Therefore 
h(b'(a(~) u (G))»> ~ and hence, in particular, h(b'(a(~) U (G))) fl. 0 
,I 
(9.2) Example 
Consider ~, the class of nilpotent groups. Then b(~) consists 
of all primitive groups having nilpotent length 2. If ~ is not 
minimal in ~, then, by Lemma 9.1, there is a primitive ~-group, 
G say, such that § f! where § = h(b'(b(~) u (G)) . The only primitive 
nilpotent groups are the cyclic prime order groups. Let p be a prime 
and G = Zp. Then E(p/q) E b(~) for all primes q distinct from p. 
Therefore, since b(~) ~ a(h(b'(b(~) u (G)))) by Proposition 3.5, we 
have Zq .. E a(~) for all primes q. Thus b(~) = (Zr : .r E P) and 
§ = I. This shows that, in fact, ~ is minimal in H. 0 
In fact ~L is min'ima1 in H for all R, E 1N ... For a proof of 
this see Hawkes [5J, 4.5 . 
• -f· 
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(9.3) Proposition 
If Q is a Schunck class strongly containing a Schunck class 
X which has a complement XI satisfying (*), then Q strongly 
contains an atom of H . 
(*) There exists a b(XI)-group B such that 
h{b{XI) \ (B)) A X 1 I 
Proof We suppose the result is false and take a Schunck class Q 
which does not contain an atom but which does satisfy our hypotheses. 
..1 . 
Then X does not strongly contain. an atom. Set b(~) =.b(XI)\{B) 
Then, since b{~) c a(XI), it follows that ~ >1> XI by Theorem 
2.19. Set ~ = ~ A X· Then,by choice of X'I we have ~ f I 
. 
Let ~ = h(B) . We show that ~ complements ~ in ~ . We begin 
by showing that ~ v ~ = ~. By Lemma 2.22, it is enough to show that 
a(~} () a{~) = <p • Since Ib(k) I = 1 , we have a{k) = b(~) by 
Lemma 2.34. Therefore it is enough to show that B i a(~) . Suppose 
on the contrary that B € a(~) . Then since ~» ~ implies that 
b{~) S a{~) , we have b{XI) = b(~) u (B) s a{~) . This yields 
X' »~ and then X »~ gives X A X' »M· However XI complements 
X and so X A XI = I . , This contradicts ~ 1 I and so B i a(~). and 
hence M v ~ = ~ . 
. , Now ~ A ~ = (~ A X) A ~ = X A (~ A k) · We prove that ~ A ~ = X I 
and then conclude' that ~ A k = X A XI = I Together the statements 
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k » ~ 1\ k ' ~ » ~ 1\ k ' k » X I and ~» X I imply k» ~ 1\ k » X I 
and ~» ~ 1\ k »X I. Therefore b(X' = (8) u b(~) 5 a(~Ak) 5 a(X') 
Then by Theorem 2.19 again we have XI »~ 1\ k »~ and so ~ = ~ 1\ k . 
Therefore ~ complements k in Hand !« ~ «X . Also ~ 
complements ~ and la(k)1 = Ib(k)1 = 1 . Since ~« ~ apd ~ 
does not contain an atom of ~, it follo~s that ~ cannot contain 
an atom. In particular ~ is not an atom and so by Lemma 9.1 there 
is a primitive ~-group G with h{b'(b(~) u (G))) f !. Let Gl It 
be such a group with smallest order. Set ~l = h(b'(b(~) u (Gl ))) 
and define ~2'~3 ,..... by setting ~i+l = h{bl(b(~i) u (Gi ))) for 
i = 1,2,.... where Gi is a smallest primitive ~i-group satisfying' 
h(b'(b(~i) u (Gi ))) f !. Such a group Gi always ~xists since 
~i «~ for each i and ~ does not strongly contain any atoms. 
Si nce U.« U and U A L = I we have U. 1\ L = I for each 'i · 
=1 = = = = =1 = = 
Now we show that ~i v ~ = ~. Suppose 8 € a{~i) · Now ~» ~ » ~i 
and so b(~) 5 a(~i) . Therefore b(XI) = b(~) u (8) 5 a(~i) and 
hence XI.» Mi but X» ~,» ~i and so I = X 1\ XI » ~i 
This contradiction yields 8 ~ a{~i) and nence a(~i) () a{k), = ~ 
Therefore U. v L = Sand U. complements ~ for each i . 
=1 = = =1 
by Proposition 3~5. Set b(~) 
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• 00 
Suppose that U a(U.) £ a(tl) and choose G with minimal order in i=l -1 -
00 
( U a(~.)\a(~)) . The d~finition of ~ forces G to have a i=l -1 -
b(~)-quotient, C say. Since, C E b(~) , it follows that C E a(Yj} 
for some j E 1N . Let k ~ j be chosen so that G E a <Yk) . Thus 
(G,C) £ a(Yk). Let S E Stab(G) ,and J E projh(C)(S) . Since 
h(C) »~k it follows that J contains a ~k-projector of G and 
hence °a11 (G,J)-pass groups lie in 
It 
each (G,J)-pass group has order less than IGI, each lies in 
a(~) . Then G E a(~) by Lemma 2.25 since h(C) » ~. Hence we 
00 
have established that' U a(U.) £ a(tl) . Next we suppose that there 
i=l -1 -
00 
is a group in (a(tl) \ U a(U.)) and choose G' to be such a group 
- i=1-1 
with minimal order. Let T be a b(~)-quotient of G. Trivially 
00 
T 1 G since b(tl) £ U a(U.) . The minima1ity of G then yields 
- i=l-l 
00 
and hence there exists j E 1N such that T E a(Yj) . 
Let S E Stab(G) and L E Proju.(S) . We may apply Lemma 2.23·since 
=J 
~j »~ and conclude that al~ (G,L)-pass groups lie in a(~) and 
00 
hence in U a(U.) by the minima1ity of, G. There are only finitely 
i=l -1 
many non-isomorp~ic (G,L)-pass groups, (Ll, ... ,Ln) say, since G 
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is finite. For. k = l, ... ,n choose i k such that Lk € a(U· ) 
-'k 
Let iO = j and set r = max {i k}. Then (T,Ll, ... ,Ln) ~ k=O, .... ,n 
a(~r)· It follows from Lemma 2.25 that G € a(~r) since h(T) » ~r . 
If B € a(tl) , then B € a(~i) for some i € ~ but we have 
already seen that this is not the case. Therefore B i a(~) and 
hence ~ f ! . 
,/ .. 
We complete the proof by showing that ~ is minimal in H. If 
not, there exists a primitive ~-group, H say, such that 
~ = h(b'(b(~) u (H))) fl. Now ~ = h(b'(a(~) u (H))) and 
h(b'(b(~i) u (H))) = h(b'(a(~i) u (H))) by Lemma 3.B. Since 
a(~i) u (H) ~ a(~) u (H) and ~ f !, there is a prime p for which 
Zp ~ p(a(~) u (H») and so Zp ~ b(h(b'(b(~i) u (H)))) Therefore 
h(b'(b(~i) u (H))) f I for each i . 
Since H € ~, we must have H € ~i for all i € ~. But then 
H must be Gk for some k € ~. Thus H € a(~k+l) by Proposition 3.5, 
hence H € a(~) . This contradicts H € ~. Therefore ~ is minimal 
in H and ~» ~. T~is contradiction completes the proof. 0 
(9.4) Corollary 
If ~ is a Schunck class strongly containing a Schunck class ~ f ! 
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which has a complement ~I with finite boundary, then ~ strongly 
contains an atom. 
Proof Let ~ and ~I be a described. Let b(~') = (Bl, .... ,B
n
) 
and set ~O = ~ and ~i = h(Bl',.··,B i ) for i = l, .•. ,n. Then 
~o » ~l » .... » B =n = ~I Now ~ " B . = =0 ~ F ! and Z A B =n = 
, 
Choose i such that ~ A B. 1 = ! but ~ A B. F ! . ' Now apply =1+ =1 
! 
Proposition 9.3 with X = ~ , y I = B. 1 
= =1+ and B = B. 1 to give the 1+ ' 
required result. 0 
(9.5) Corollary 
If ~ is a Schunck class strongly containing a Schunck 
class having finite non-empty characteristic, 
then ~ strongly contains an atom. 
Proof Let X be a Schunck class strongly contained in ~ such that 
Ichar (X)I is finite. therefore b(X) = bp(X) for each prime p 
Take a complement XI to X of the. form described in (2.a) on page 41. 
Then Ib(XI)1 is finite and Corollary 9.4 completes the proof. 0 
Recall that for an arbitrary class of groups X, we denote by 
,., 
r the ~mallest Schunck class containing'(not necessarily strongly 
containing) X .n' 
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(9.6) Proposition 
/'. 
If a Schunc~class Q is an atom, then Q = c{Q) 
/'.. 
Proof Set X = c{Q) . We suppose that Q is an atom with X, Q 
and obtain a contradiction. Let G be a primitive group in ~\X . 
Now G has no quotient in b{~) since it is an ~-group. Suppose 
that T is a b(~)-group having a quotient isomorphic with G . 
Then G E Q(c(Q}} ~ X. This contradiction yields that b(Q} u(G) is 
a Schunck boundary, b(~), s~y. We have ,~1 ~ by Theorem 2.19 since 
II • 
b(Q} c b(~} . Since Q is an atom, we conclude that ~ =! and hence 
b{~} = {Zp : p E 1P } . Thus b{~} = {Zp : p E 1P\ {q}} for some prime q . 
However then we,see that Q >,> ~ q and so ~ is not an atom. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 0 
(9.7) Proposition 
""" If ~ is a Schunck class satisfying c(~) 1 ~, then ~ strongly 
contains an atom. 
.. /"'.. 
Proof Let X = c{~) . Let G be a primitive ·(~\X)-group an~ let q 
be the prime divisor of IF(G)I . Let K E Stab(G) . For each prime p 
, 
in char(~)\{q} let Wp be an irreducible GF(p).G~module, faithful 
for G and such that WplK has a quoti~nt isomorphic with the trivial 
K-module over GF{p) such exi sts by Coro 11 ary 1 .16.· Let 
.-. ' 
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~ = (EWpJ G : PE char(~)\{q}) . We claim b(~) u ~ . is a Schunck 
boundary. For if some b(~)~group has a proper quotient in ~, we 
obtain G E Q(c(~)) ~ ~. Also [WpJG has no proper quotient in 
b(~) since G E ~. 
Now let ~ = h(~ u b(~)) A h(G) . Then b(~) = b'(b(~) u ~ u (G)) 
by Lemma 2.22 and so char(~) ~ {q} by the choice of the Wp's. If 
char(~) = {q}, then ~, and hence ~, strongly contains an atom 
by Corollary 9.5. If, on the other hand, char(~) = ~, then ~ = I 
Now h(W u b(~)) v h(G) = S since a(h(G}) = (G) by Lemma 2.34, 
- - - II ~ 
G i a(h(~ u b(~))) as G has no quotient in ~ u b(~) and so 
a(h(G)) () a(h(~ ub(~))) = <P = a(~) by Lemma 2.2.2. Therefore 
h(~ u b(~)) has a complement, namely h(G), with finite boundary and 
so by Corollary 9.4 h(~ u b(~)) , and hence ~, strongly contains an 
atom. 0 
(9.8) Corollary 
~ 
If ~ does not strongly contain an atom, then ~ = c(~) for 
each Sch~nck class~ strongly contained in ~. 
We now prove a result which has Wood's result of [12J as an 
immediate Corollary. 
(9.8) Theorem 
r •. 
For each group G set Pr(G) to be the set of primes dividing 
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Ilr_l(G)/lr(G)1 . If for a Schunck class ~, there is some 
r Ern for which there is a bound on the set {IPr(G) n char(~)1 
G E b(~)}, then X strongly contains an atom. 
Proof Take r such that the set described is bounded and choose 
a b(~)-group B with IPr(B) n char(Q)1 maximal among b(Q)-groups. 
let n = 1(B) - 1 . Choose a prime p from char(~) which does not 
divide IB/l(B)J . Recall that by Corollary 9.5 we may assume that 
char(!) is infinite. 
d 
let GO = Zp and ~O = (GO). For j = l, .... ,n choose, if 
. possible, a group Gj _l from Xj-l \ b(!) and set 
~j = ([VqJGj _l : Vq is an irreducible GF(q).Gj _l -modu1e, faithful 
for Gj _l for each prime q satisfying q e char(!) , q J IF(Gj_l)1 
and q i Pj+l(B» 
If no such group G. 1 exists, then Case (i) below must apply J-
for some i . 
Case (i). ~i S b(~) for some i E {l, ... ,n} 
Set ~ = h(Gi_1). Since Gi-1 i a(!) and a(~) = ~Gi-1) it follows 
from lemma 2.22 that a(! v ~) = ~ and hence ! v ~ = ~. If ! A ~ = I 
then our result follows from Corollary 9.4. If ~ A ~ f I, then, 
by· construction, it is clear that ~ 1 char(! A ~) S Pi-2(B) u {t} 
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where t is the prime dividing IF(Gi _l )! . In particular, 
char(~ A~) is finite and so ~ A ~, and hence ~,strongly 
contains an atom. 
Case (ii) We assume that Case (i) does not apply. Then there is 
a Xn-group H such that H E ~. Notice that ~(H) = n+l . Let 
s be the prime divisor of (F(H)( . Now Xn! bs(~) since char(~) 
is infinite and Pj+l(B) is finite. Therefore we may assume the 
existence of J E (~n\bs(~)) . Let V be an irreducible 
GF(w).(HxJxB)-module faithful for HxJxB where ~w is a prime not 
dividing IF(HxJxB)(., such exists by Lemma 1.17. Then 
[VJ(HxJxB) E ~ since (H,B,J) s ~ and Pr([VJ(HxJxB)) ~ Pr(B) 
does not allow [VJ(HxJxB) to be a b(~)-group. However 
[VJ(H~JKB) I~) and so ~ strongly contains an atom by Proposition 
9.6. 0 
(9.9) Corollary (Wood) 
If ~ is a Schunck class such that there is a bound on the 
nilpoten~ lengths of b(~)-groups, then ~ strongly contains an 
atom of H. 
Proof Choose r to be greater than the maximal nilpotent lengths 
of b(~)-groups and apply Theorem 9.B. 0 
r •. 
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(9.10) Lemma 
Let ~ be a Schunck class. If there is a prime q G char ~ 
such that there is a bound on the set {Yq(G) G € b(~)}, then ~ 
strongly contains an atom. 
Proof 
class 
Let n = max{yq(G) : G e b(~)}. Choose a q-group Q with 
n+l such that there exists an irreducible GF(p).Q-module 
~ 
faithful for Q where p 1 q. Then [VJQ € ~ \ c(~) and so ~ 
strongly contains an atom by Propositio~ 9.6'. 0 
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